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POPE EXONERATES JEWS IN JESUS’ DEATH

By Nicole Winfield, Associated Press March 2, 2011
Scholars said the new Gospel-by-Gospel analysis was a landmark statement that would help fight antiSemitism. Pope Ben-edict has made a sweeping exoneration of the Jewish people for the death of Jesus
Christ, tackling one of the most controversial issues in Christianity in a new book.
In "Jesus of Nazareth-Part II" excerpts released Wednesday, Benedict explains biblically and theologically
why there is no basis in Scripture for the argument that the Jewish people as a whole were responsible for
Jesus' death. Interpretations to the contrary have been used for centuries to justify the persecution of Jews.
While the Catholic Church has for five decades taught that Jews weren't collectively responsible, Jewish
scholars said Wednesday the argument laid out by the German-born pontiff, who has had his share of
mishaps with Jews, was a landmark statement from a pope that would help fight anti-Semitism today.
"Holocaust survivors know only too well how the centuries-long charge of 'Christ killer' against the Jews
created a poisonous climate of hate that was the foundation of anti-Semitic persecution whose ultimate
expression was realized in the Holocaust," said Elan Steinberg of the American Gathering of Holocaust
Survivors and their Descendants.
The pope's book, he said, not only confirms church teaching refuting the deicide charge "but seals it for a
new generation of Catholics."
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The Catholic Church issued its most authoritative teaching on the issue in its 1965 Second Vatican Council
document "Nostra Aetate," which revolutionized the church's relations with Jews by saying Christ's death
could not be attributed to Jews as a whole. Benedict comes to the same conclusion, but he explains how
with a thorough, Gospel-by-Gospel analysis that leaves little doubt that he deeply and personally believes it
to be the case: That only a few Temple leaders and a small group of supporters were primarily responsible
for Christ's crucifixion.
That Benedict is a theologian makes
"this statement from the Holy See that
much more significant for now and for
future generations," said AntiDefamation League national director,
Abraham Foxman. The book is the
second installment to Benedict's 2007
"Jesus of Nazareth," his first book as
pope, which offered a personal
meditation on the early years of
Christ's life and teachings. This second
book, set to be released March 10,
concerns the final part of Christ's life,
his death and resurrection.
In the book, Benedict re-enacts Jesus'
final hours, including his death
sentence for blasphemy, then analyzes
each Gospel account to explain why
Jews as a whole cannot be blamed for
it. Rather, Benedict concludes, it was
the "Temple aristocracy" and a few
supporters of the figure Barabbas who
were responsible. "How could the
whole people have been present at this moment to clamor for Jesus' death?" Benedict said.
Benedict, who was forced to join the Hitler Youth as a child in Nazi Germany, has made improving relations
with Jews a priority of his pontificate. But he also has had a few missteps, most notably when in 2009 he
lifted the excommunication of a traditionalist Catholic bishop who had denied the extent of the Holocaust.
The Rev. James Martin, a Jesuit who writes frequently about spirituality, said the pope's new book was a
"ringing reaffirmation" of Nostra Aetate with the pope putting his "personal stamp on it in a way that's
irrefutable." Rabbi David Rosen, head of interreligious affairs at the American Jewish Committee and a
leader of Vatican-Jewish dialogue, said the pope's book may make a bigger, more lasting mark than Nostra
Aetate because the faithful tend to read Scripture and commentary more than church documents,
particularly old church documents. He said, "This is a pedagogical tool that he's providing."
Foxman put it another way, saying the pontiff's book translates Nostra Aetate "down to the pews."
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The animal world
THE CREATURE CONNECTION
By Natalie Angier-The New York Times-March 14, 2011
Bashert is a gentle, scone-colored, 60-pound poodle, a kind of Ginger Rogers Chia Pet, and she‘s clearly
convinced there is no human problem so big she can‘t lick it. Lost your job, or bedridden for days? Lick.
Feeling depressed, incompetent, in an existential malaise? Lick.
―She draws the whole family together,‖ said
Pamela Fields, 52, a government specialist in
United States-Japan relations. ―Even when we
hate each other, we all agree that we love the
dog.‖ Her husband, Michael Richards, also 52
and a media lawyer, explained that the name
Bashert comes from the Yiddish word for soul
mate or destiny. ―We didn‘t choose her,‖ he
said. ―She chose us.‖ Their 12-year-old
daughter, Alana, said, ―When I go to camp, I
miss the dog a lot more than I miss my
parents,‖ and their 14-year-old son, Aaron, said,
―Life was so boring before we got Bashert.‖
Yet Bashert wasn‘t always adored. The
Washington Animal Rescue League had
retrieved her from a notoriously abusive puppy
mill — the pet industry‘s equivalent of a factory
farm — where she had spent years encaged as
a breeder, a nonstop poodle-making machine.
By the time of her adoption, the dog was weak, malnourished, diseased, and caninically illiterate. ―She
didn‘t know how to be a dog,‖ said Ms. Fields. ―We had to teach her how to run, to play, even to bark.‖
Stories like Bashert‘s encapsulate the complexity and capriciousness of our longstanding love affair with
animals, now our best friends and soul mates, now our laboratory Play-Doh and featured on our dinner
plates. We love animals, yet we euthanize five million abandoned cats and dogs each year. We lavish
some $48 billion annually on our pets and another $2 billion on animal protection and conservation causes;
but that index of affection pales like so much well-cooked pork against the $300 billion we spend on meat
and hunting, and the tens of billions devoted to removing or eradicating animals we consider pests.
―We‘re very particular about which animals we love, and even those we dote on are at our disposal and
subject to all sorts of cruelty,‖ said Alexandra Horowitz, an assistant professor of psychology at Barnard
College. ―I‘m not sure this is a love to brag about.‖
Dr. Horowitz, the author of a best-selling book about dog cognition, ―Inside of a Dog,‖ belongs to a
community of researchers paying ever closer attention to the nature of the human-animal bond in all its
fetching dissonance, a pursuit recently accorded the chimeric title of anthrozoology. Scientists see in our
love for other animals, and our unslakable curiosity about animal lives, sensations, feelings and drives,
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keys to the most essential aspects of our humanity. They also view animal love as a textbook case of
biology and culture operating in helical collusion. Animals abound in our earliest art, suggesting that a basic
fascination with the bestial community may well be innate; the cave paintings at Lascaux, for example, are
an ochred zooanalia of horses, stags, bison, felines, a woolly rhinoceros, a bird, a leaping cow — and only
one puny man.
Yet how our animal urges express themselves is a
strongly cultural and contingent affair. Many human
groups have incorporated animals into their religious
ceremonies, through practices like animal sacrifice or the
donning of animal masks. Others have made extensive
folkloric and metaphoric use of animals, with the cast of
characters tuned to suit local reality and pedagogical
need.
David Aftandilian, an anthropologist at Texas Christian
University, writes in ―What Are the Animals to Us?‖ that
the bear is a fixture in the stories of circumpolar cultures
―because it walks on two legs and eats many of the
same foods that people do,‖ and through hibernation and
re-emergence appears to die and be reborn. ―Animals
with transformative life cycles,‖ Dr. Aftandilian writes,
―often earn starring roles in the human imagination.‖ So, too, do crossover creatures like bats — the furred
in flight — and cats, animals that are largely nocturnal yet still a part of our daylight lives, and that are
marathon sleepers able to keep at least one ear ever vigilantly cocked.
Researchers trace the roots of our animal love to our distinctly human capacity to infer the mental states of
others, a talent that archaeological evidence suggests emerged anywhere from 50,000 to 100,000 years
ago. Not only did the new cognitive tool enable our ancestors to engage in increasingly sophisticated social
exchanges with one another, it also allowed them to anticipate and manipulate the activities of other
species: to figure out where a prey animal might be headed, or how to lure a salt-licking reindeer by
impregnating a tree stump with the right sort of human waste.
Before long, humans were committing wholesale acts of anthropomorphism, attributing human
characteristics and motives to anything with a face, a voice, a trajectory — bears, bats, thunderstorms, the
moon.
James Serpell, president of the International Society for Anthrozoology, has proposed that the willingness
to anthropomorphize was critical to the domestication of wild animals and forming bonds with them. We
were particularly drawn to those species that seemed responsive to our Dr. Dolittle overtures.
Whereas wild animals like wolves will avert their eyes when spotted, dogs and cats readily return our gaze,
and with an apparent emotiveness that stimulates the wistful narrative in our head. Dogs add to their soulful
stare a distinctive mobility of facial musculature. ―Their facial features are flexible, and they can raise their
lips into a smile,‖ Dr. Horowitz said. ―The animals we seem to love the most are the ones that make
expressions at us.‖
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Dogs were among the first animals to be domesticated, roughly 10,000 years ago, in part for their
remarkable responsiveness to such human cues as a pointed finger or a spoken command, and also for
their willingness to work like dogs. They proved especially useful as hunting companions and were often
buried along with their masters, right next to the spear set.
Yet the road to certification as man‘s BFF has been long and pitted. Monotheism‘s major religious texts
have few kind words for dogs, and dogs have often been a menu item. The Aztecs bred a hairless dog just
for eating, and according to Anthony L. Podberscek, an anthrozoologist at Cambridge University, street
markets in South Korea sell dogs meant for meat right next to dogs meant as pets, with the latter
distinguished by the cheery pink color of their cages.
As a rule, however, the elevation of an animal to pet status removes it entirely from the human food chain.
Other telltale signs of petdom include bestowing a name on the animal and allowing it into the house. Pet
ownership patterns have varied tremendously over time and across cultures and can resemble fads or
infectious social memes.
Harold Herzog, a professor of psychology at Western Carolina University, describes in his book ―Some We
Love, Some We Hate, Some We Eat‖ how the rapid growth of the middle class in 19th-century France gave
rise to the cartoonishly pampered Fifi. ―By 1890, luxury and pet ownership went hand in hand,‖ he writes,
and the wardrobe of a fashionable Parisian dog might include ―boots, a dressing gown, a bathing suit,
underwear and a raincoat.‖
In this country, pet keeping didn‘t get serious until after World War II. ―People were moving to the suburbs,
‗Lassie‘ was on television, and the common wisdom was pets were good for raising kids,‖ said Dr. Herzog
in an interview. ―If you wanted a normal childhood, you had to have a pet.‖
Pet ownership has climbed steadily ever since, and today about twothirds of American households include at least one pet.
People are passionate about their companion animals: 70 percent of
pet owners say they sometimes sleep with their pets; 65 percent buy
Christmas gifts for their pets; 23 percent cook special meals for their
pets; and 40 percent of married women with pets say they get more
emotional support from their pets than from their husbands. People
may even be willing to die for their pets. ―In studies done on why
people refused to evacuate New Orleans during Katrina,‖ said Dr.
Herzog, ―a surprising number said they could not leave their pets
behind.‖
Pets are reliable from one year to the next, and they‘re not
embarrassed or offended by you no matter what you say or how much weight you gain. You can‘t talk to
your teenage daughter the way you did when she was 3, but your cat will always take your squeal. And
should you overinterpret the meaning of your pet‘s tail flick or unflinching gaze, well, who‘s going to call you
on it?
―Animals can‘t object if we mischaracterize them in our minds,‖ said Lori Gruen, an associate professor of
philosophy at Wesleyan University. ―There‘s something very comforting about that.‖
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EASING THE WAY IN THERAPY WITH THE AID OF AN ANIMAL
By Jane E. Brody- The New York Times-March 14, 2011
We‘ve all seen guide dogs that can direct blind people around obstacles and tell them when it is safe to
cross the street. Perhaps you also know of guide dogs for the deaf, which can alert people to a ringing
phone, a doorbell or a smoke alarm, or dogs that can warn people with epilepsy of an incipient seizure,
giving them time to get to a safe place before they lose consciousness.
Dr. Marty Becker, veterinarian and author (with
Danelle Morton) of ―The Healing Power of Pets‖
(Hyperion, 2002), tells of a golden retriever named
Dakota, who was able to warn his master, Mike
Lingenfelter, that a heart attack was imminent and
alert Mr. Lingenfelter to the need to leave a stressful
situation and take preventive medication.
―This dog is leading me through life,‖ Mr. Lingenfelter
told Dr. Becker. ―All I‘m doing is following the dog.‖
In recent decades, there have been countless such
stories of animals helping to improve and even
preserve the lives of children and adults with all
manner of diseases and disabilities. Trained dogs are
being used to help keep children with autism safe and
to break the ―freeze‖ that can afflict people with
Parkinson‘s disease when they try to walk. And dogs,
cats, bunnies and birds are often brought to schools
and institutions, as well as to hospitals and nursing
homes, where they help to relax and inspire residents
and distract patients from their health problems.
But the use of animals to enhance health can go well
beyond individual cases and group settings. A
growing number of psychotherapists are using
therapy animals to facilitate treatment, especially treatment of children with emotional, social and even
physical problems.
Among the pioneers is Aubrey H. Fine, psychotherapist and professor at the California State Polytechnic
University in Pomona, whose extensive successful use of therapy animals in treating children is
documented in ―The Handbook on Animal Assisted Therapy‖ (Elsevier/Academic Press, 2010).
As Dr. Fine describes one of his first and most inspiring cases, 5-year-old Diane was brought to him
because she recoiled in fright from strangers, and though she spoke at home, she refused to speak to
anyone else, including her kindergarten teacher.
A trained therapy dog named Puppy eventually broke the back of her selective mutism. Diane was petting
Puppy, smiling and content, when Dr. Fine gave the dog a signal to walk away. Diane was crestfallen, and
seeing the girl‘s distress, Dr. Fine told her that all she had to do to get the dog back was to say, ―Puppy,
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come.‖ Softly, the child said, ―Puppy, come, please come, Puppy.‖ That incident became the bridge Dr.
Fine needed to help the child overcome her socially disabling problem.
He tells of another troubled child who finally began to speak about being physically abused when Dr. Fine
told him that the misshapen therapy animal he was playing with had been rescued from an abusive home
where it had been seriously injured. In another case in which a child was told where — and where not — to
touch the therapy animal, the child opened up about being inappropriately touched, sexually abused, by a
family member.

―Children are more likely to reveal inner thoughts to the therapist because the animal is right next to them
and helps them express themselves,‖ Dr. Fine said in an interview.
In early work in a social skills program for hyperactive children, Dr. Fine found that they could be more
easily taught how to behave calmly if allowed to handle his pet gerbil. ―I realized this approach can have a
tremendous impact in teaching because it helps to change how we relate to other beings,‖ he said.
Although the field of animal-assisted therapy has grown a lot in the last four decades, experts readily
acknowledge that it suffers from a lack of well-designed research that can establish guidelines for safety
and effectiveness in various situations. For example, although using dolphins to treat autistic children has
received considerable media attention, at least two studies found no evidence of benefit and considerable
risk of harm to the animals and to the children, said James A. Griffin of the National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development.
The International Association of Human-Animal Interaction Organizations insists that members limit service
and therapy animals to domestic species trained for the job. And the Delta Society, which provides training
programs for the animals, will not certify wild or exotic animals like snakes, ferrets, lizards and wolf-hybrids.
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However, the Delta Society says it ―is constantly expanding the range of species included in the Pet
Partners program‖ when there is adequate research to document the safety of their use.
To help give the field a firmer scientific footing, the Mars company, a leading producer of pet foods, initiated
a research partnership with the national institute branch of which Dr. Griffin is deputy director. Among
continuing studies:
¶The effects of therapeutic horseback riding on children and adolescents with autism. If safe and effective,
riding is less invasive than medications used to treat common symptoms like irritability and hyperactivity.
¶A large epidemiological study to document the overall public health effects on children and adolescents of
living with dogs and cats.
¶A study to determine whether therapy animals can help children with behavior disturbances attributed to
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder develop better self-regulation, self-esteem and social behavior.
¶Studies using survey and genetic tools to help select the most effective cats or cat breeds to work with
autistic children.
Dr. Griffin acknowledged in an interview how
difficult it can be to design a scientifically valid
study using animals because ―it can‘t be a
blind study — you know if the patient has a
therapy dog.‖ But he described one recent
study in which the patient, a young boy with
autism, served as his own control. When he
was with the therapy dog, levels of the stress
hormone cortisol in the child dropped; the
levels rose when the dog was taken away, and
dropped again when the dog was returned.
The next step would be to coordinate
biochemical changes with behavioral effects —
is the child calmer and easier to handle when
with a therapy animal?
Dr. Fine emphasized the challenges of working
with therapy animals as well as documenting
its effectiveness. He said, ―You can‘t just bring
in any animal to a therapy setting. The animal
has to be very well trained, reliable, obedient
and have the right temperament. It can‘t be
overly anxious or easily startled. And the therapist has to know how to use it as a therapy adjunct, in
combination with good psychotherapy. The animal is there to help support what I‘m doing, to act as a
catalyst and not a distraction. And, of course, animal-assisted interventions have to be safe for everyone
involved — the patient and the animal.‖
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NO FACE, BUT PLANTS LIKE LIFE TOO
By Carol Kaesuk Yoon-New York Times-March 14, 2011
Several years ago, after having to drive for too long behind a truck full of stinking, squealing pigs being
delivered for slaughter, I gave up eating meat. I‘d been harboring a growing distaste for the ugliness that
can be industrial agriculture, but the real issue was a long-suppressed sympathy for its — or really, my —
victims. Even screaming, reeking pigs, or maybe especially screaming, reeking pigs, can evoke stark pity
as they tumble along in a truck to their deaths.
If you think about it, and it‘s much simpler not to, it can be hard to justify other beings suffering pain, fear
and death so that we can enjoy their flesh. In particular, given our many connections to animals, not least of
all the fact that we are ourselves animals, it can give a person pause to realize that our most frequent
contact with these kin might just be the devouring of them.
My entry into what seemed the moral high ground, though, was surprisingly unpleasant. I felt embattled not
only by a bizarrely intense lust for chicken but nightmares in which I would be eating a gorgeous, rare steak
— I could distinctly taste the savory drippings — from which I awoke in a panic, until I realized that I had
been carnivorous only in my imagination.
Temptations and trials were everywhere. The most surprising turned out to be the realization that I couldn‘t
actually explain to myself or anyone else why killing an animal was any worse than killing the many plants I
was now eating.
Surely, I‘d thought, science can defend the
obvious, that slaughterhouse carnage is wrong in a
way that harvesting a field of lettuces or, say,
mowing the lawn is not. But instead, it began to
seem that formulating a truly rational rationale for
not eating animals, at least while consuming all
sorts of other organisms, was difficult, maybe even
impossible.
Before you hit ―send‖ on your hate mail, let me say
this. Different people have different reasons for the
choices they make about what to kill or have killed
for them to eat. Perhaps there isn‘t any choice
more personal or less subject to rationality or the
judgment of others. It‘s just that as far as I was concerned, if eating a tofu dog was as much a crime against
life as eating bratwurst, then pass the bratwurst, please.
So what really are the differences between animals and plants? There are plenty. The cells of plants, and
not animals, for example, harbor chloroplasts, tiny green organelles that can turn the energy of light into
sugar. Almost none of these differences, however, seem to matter to any of us trying to figure out what to
eat.
The differences that do seem to matter are things like the fact that plants don‘t have nerves or brains. They
cannot, we therefore conclude, feel pain. In other words, the differences that matter are those that prove
that plants do not suffer as we do. Here the lack of a face on plants becomes important, too, faces being
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requisite to humans as proof not only that one is dealing with an actual individual being, but that it is an
individual capable of suffering.
Animals, on the other hand — and not just close evolutionary relations like chimps and gorillas, but species
further afield, mammals like cows and pigs — can experience what pretty much anyone would agree is pain
and suffering. If attacked, these animals will look agonized, scream, struggle and run as fast as they can.
Obviously, if we don‘t kill any of these animals to eat them, all that suffering is avoided.
Meanwhile, whether you pluck a leaf or slice a trunk, a plant neither grimaces nor cries out. Plants don‘t
seem to mind being killed, at least as far as we can see. But that may be exactly the difficulty.
Unlike a lowing, running cow, a plant‘s reactions to attack are much harder for us to detect. But just like a
chicken running around without its head, the body of a corn plant torn from the soil or sliced into pieces
struggles to save itself, just as vigorously and just as uselessly, if much less obviously to the human ear
and eye.
When a plant is wounded, its body immediately kicks into protection
mode. It releases a bouquet of volatile chemicals, which in some cases
have been shown to induce neighboring plants to pre-emptively step up
their own chemical defenses and in other cases to lure in predators of
the beasts that may be causing the damage to the plants. Inside the
plant, repair systems are engaged and defenses are mounted, the
molecular details of which scientists are still working out, but which
involve signaling molecules coursing through the body to rally the
cellular troops, even the enlisting of the genome itself, which begins
churning out defense-related proteins.
Plants don‘t just react to attacks, though. They stand forever at the ready. Witness the endless thorns,
stinging hairs and deadly poisons with which they are armed. If all this effort doesn‘t look like an organism
trying to survive, then I‘m not sure what would. Plants are not the inert pantries of sustenance we might
wish them to be.
If a plant‘s myriad efforts to keep from being eaten aren‘t enough to stop you from heedlessly laying into
that quinoa salad, then maybe knowing that plants can do any number of things that we typically think of as
animal-like would. They move, for one thing, carrying out activities that could only be called behaving, if at a
pace visible only via time-lapse photography. Not too long ago, scientists even reported evidence that
plants could detect and grow differently depending on whether they were in the presence of close relatives,
a level of behavioral sophistication most animals have not yet been found to show.
To make matters more confusing, animals are not always the deep wells of sensitivity that we might
imagine. Sponges are animals, but like plants they lack nerves or a brain. Jellyfish, meanwhile, which can
be really tasty when cut into julienne and pickled, have no brains, only a simple net of nerves, arguably a
less sophisticated setup than the signaling systems coordinating the lives of many plants. How do we
decide how much sensitivity and what sort matters?
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For those hoping to escape these quandaries with an all-mushroom diet, forget it. In nearly every way that
you might choose to compare, fungi are likely to be more similar to us than are plants, as fungi are our
closer evolutionary relations.
If you think about it, though, why would we expect any organism to lie down and die for our dinner?
Organisms have evolved to do everything in their power to avoid being extinguished. How long would any
lineage be likely to last if its members effectively didn‘t care if you killed them?
Maybe the real problem with the argument that it‘s O.K. to kill plants because they don‘t feel exactly as we
do, though, is that it‘s the same argument used to justify what we now view as unforgivable wrongs.
Slavery and genocide have been justified by the assertion that some kinds of people do not feel pain, do
not feel love — are not truly human — in the same way as others. The same thinking has led to other
practices less drastic but still appalling. For example, physicians once withheld anesthetics from infants
during surgery because it was believed that these not-quite-yet-humans did not feel pain (smiles were gas,
remember).
Yet even as we shake our heads over the past, we continue to fight about where to draw the line around
our tribe of those deemed truly human. We argue over whether those who love others of the same gender
deserve full human rights. We ask the same about fetal humans.
The dinner menu pushes us further still. Do other species of animal deserve our consideration? Do plants?
Fungi? Microbes?
Maybe this seems all nonsense to you. Perhaps you‘re having trouble equating a radish to a lamb to a
person whose politics you hate to your beloved firstborn. It‘s not surprising. It is reliably difficult for us to
accept new members into our tribe, the more so the less like us they seem. It can be infinitely inconvenient
to take the part of every individual we come across, to share with it that most precious of commodities:
compassion.
What should we have for dinner tonight? Who
knows?
Human beings survive by eating other living
things. I really want not only to eat, but to
survive. Yet a nakedly logical way to judge
the value of one kind of organism over
another — the rightness of a plant‘s death
versus an animal‘s — seems, to me, out of
reach.
My efforts to forgo meat didn‘t last more than
a couple of years. Still, I wonder what our
great-grandchildren will think of us. Will we
have trouble explaining to them why we killed animals or perhaps even plants for food? And if so, what on
Earth will we be eating?
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SUPREMACY OF A SOCIAL NETWORK
By Nicholas Wade-New York Times-March 14, 2011
Every time some human attribute is said to be unique, whether tool-making or language or warfare,
biologists soon find some plausible precursor in animals that makes the ability less distinctive.
Still, humans are vastly different from other animals,
however hard the difference may be to define. A
cascade of events, some the work of natural selection,
some just plain accidents, propelled the human lineage
far from the destiny of being just another ape, down an
unexpected evolutionary path to become perhaps the
strangest blossom on the ample tree of life.
And what was the prime mover, the dislodged stone
that set this eventful cascade in motion? It was,
perhaps, the invention of weapons — an event that let
human ancestors escape the brutal tyranny of the alpha
male that dominated ape societies.
Biologists have little hesitation in linking humans‘
success to their sociality. The ability to cooperate, to
make individuals subordinate their strong sense of selfinterest to the needs of the group, lies at the root of
human achievement.
―Humans are not special because of their big brains,‖ says Kim Hill, a social anthropologist at Arizona State
University. ―That‘s not the reason we can build rocket ships — no individual can. We have rockets because
10,000 individuals cooperate in producing the information.‖
The two principal traits that underlie the human evolutionary success, in Dr. Hill‘s view, are the unusual
ability of nonrelatives to cooperate — in almost all other species, only closely related individuals will help
each other — and social learning, the ability to copy and learn from what others are doing. A large social
network can generate knowledge and adopt innovations far more easily than a cluster of small, hostile
groups constantly at war with each other, the default state of chimpanzee society.
If a shift in social behavior was the critical development in human evolution, then the answer to how
humans became unique lies in exploring how human societies first split away from those of apes.
Paleoanthropologists often assume that chimp societies are a reasonably good stand-in for the ancestral
ape society that gave rise to the chimp and human lineages. Living hunter-gatherers may reflect those of
long ago, since humans always lived this way until the first settled societies of 15,000 years ago.
The two species‘ social structure could scarcely be more different. Chimp society consists of a male
hierarchy, dominated by the alpha male and his allies, and a female hierarchy beneath it. The alpha male
scores most of the paternities, cutting his allies in on others. The females try to mate with every male
around, so each may think he‘s the father and spare her child. How did a chimplike society ever give rise to
the egalitarian, largely monogamous structure of hunter-gatherer groups?
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A new and comprehensive answer to this question has been developed by Bernard Chapais of the
University of Montreal. Dr. Chapais is a primatologist who has spent 25 years studying monkey and ape
societies. Recently he devoted four years to reading the literature of social anthropology with the goal of
defining the transition between nonprimate and human societies. His book, ―Primeval Kinship,‖ was
published in 2008.
Dr. Chapais sees the transition as a series of accidents, each of which let natural selection exploit new
opportunities. Early humans began to walk on two legs
because it was a more efficient way of getting around than
knuckle-walking, the chimps‘ method. But that happened to
leave the hands free. Now they could gesture, or make tools.
It was a tool, in the form of a weapon, that made human society
possible, in Dr. Chapais‘s view. Among chimps, alpha males
are physically dominant and can overpower any rival. But
weapons are great equalizers. As soon as all males were
armed, the cost of monopolizing a large number of females
became a lot higher. In the incipient hominid society, females
became allocated to males more equally. General polygyny
became the rule, then general monogamy.
This trend led to the emergence of a critical change in sexual
behavior: the replacement of the apes‘ orgiastic promiscuity
with the pair bond between male and female. With only one
mate, for the most part, a male had an incentive to guard her
from other males to protect his paternity.
The pair bond was the pivotal event that opened the way to hominid evolution, in Dr. Chapais‘s view. On
the physiological level, having two parents around allowed the infants to be dependent for longer, a
requirement for continued brain growth after birth. Through this archway, natural selection was able to drive
up the volume of the human brain until it eventually reached three times that of a chimpanzee.
On the social level, the presence of both parents revealed the genealogical structure of the family, which is
at least half hidden in chimp societies. A chimp knows who its mother and siblings are, because it grows up
with them, but not its father or father‘s relatives. So the neighboring bands to which female chimps disperse
at puberty, avoiding incest, are perceived as full of strange males and treated with unremitting hostility.
In the incipient hominid line, males could recognize their sisters and daughters in neighboring bands. They
could also figure out that the daughter‘s or sister‘s mate shared a common genetic interest in the welfare of
the woman‘s children. The neighboring males were no longer foes to be killed in sight — they were the inlaws.
The presence of female relatives in neighboring bands became for the first time a bridge between them. It
also created a new and more complex social structure. The bands who exchanged women with each other
learned to cooperate, forming a group or tribe that would protect its territory from other tribes. Though
cooperation became the norm within a tribe, tribes would wage warfare just as relentlessly as chimpanzee
bands.
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―There is no single pressure that made us human,‖ Dr. Chapais said in an interview. He sees human
evolution as having progressed through a series of accidents. ―The fact that you can recognize patrilineal
kin was not selected for, but as soon as you had that you could move forward and establish peaceful
relations with other groups,‖ he said.
The new social structure would have induced the development of different social behaviors. ―I personally
am hung up on cooperation as being what really differentiates humans from nonhuman apes,‖ said Michael
Tomasello, a developmental psychologist at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in
Germany. A system of cooperative bands ―provides the kind of social infrastructure that can really get
things going,‖ he said.
In a series of experiments comparing human and chimpanzee infants, Dr. Tomasello has shown that very
young children have an urge to help others. One of these skills is what he calls shared intentionality, the
ability to form a plan with others for accomplishing a joint endeavor. Children, but not chimps, will point at
things to convey information, they will intuit others‘ intentions from the direction of their gaze, and they will
help others achieve a goal.
Early humans venturing out into the savannah from the apes‘ ancestral forest refuge would have been
surrounded by predators and in fierce competition for food. Cooperation may have been forced on them as
a condition of existence. ―Humans were put under some kind of collective pressure to collaborate in their
gathering of food — they became obligate collaborators — in a way that their closest primate relatives were
not,‖ Dr. Tomasello writes in a recent book, ―Why We Cooperate.‖
Humans wear the mark of their
shared intentionality, he notes, in
a small but significant feature —
the whites of their eyes, which
are three times larger than those
of any other primate, presumably
to help others follow the direction
of gaze. Indeed, chimps infer the
direction of gaze by looking at
another‘s head, but infants do so
by watching the eyes.
So if ever a visiting Martian
biologist should ask you what
made your species the master of
its planet, point first to your
mother and all her relatives, then
to the whites of your eyes, and
only lastly to your prominent
forehead.
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EMOTIONAL POWER BROKER OF THE MODERN FAMILY
By Benedict Carey-New York Times-March 14, 2011
First, he tore up his dog toys. Then shredded the furniture, clothes, schoolbooks — and, finally, any
semblance of family unity. James, a chocolate-brown pointer mix, turned from adorable pet to problem child
in a matter of weeks.
―The big bone of contention was
that my mom and my sister
thought that he was too smart to
be treated like a dog; they
thought he was a person and
should be treated as such — well,
spoiled,‖ said Danielle, a Florida
woman who asked that her last
name not be published to avoid
more family pet strife. ―The dog
remains to this day, 10 years
later, a source of contention and
anger.‖
Psychologists long ago confirmed
what most pet owners feel in their
bones: that for some people bonds with animals are every bit as strong as those with other humans. And
less complicated, for sure; a dog‘s devotion is without detectable irony, a lap cat‘s purring without artifice (if
not disapproval).
Yet the nature of individual human-pet relationships varies widely, and only now are scientists beginning to
characterize those differences, and their impact on the family. Pets alter not only a family‘s routines, after
all, but also its hierarchy, its social rhythm, its web of relationships. Several new lines of research help
explain why this overall effect can be so comforting in some families, and a source of tension in others. The
answers have very little to do with the pet.
―The word ‗pet‘ does not really capture what these animals mean in a family, first of all,‖ said Froma Walsh,
a psychologist at the University of Chicago and co-director of the Chicago Center for Family Health. The
prevalent term among researchers is now ―companion animal,‖ she said, which is closer to the childlike role
they so often play.
―And in the way that children get caught up in the family system as peacekeepers, as go-betweens, as
sources of disagreement, the same happens with pets.‖
People cast these roles in part based on the sensations and memories associated with their first Princess
or Scooter, psychologists say — echoing Freud‘s idea of transference, in which early relationships provide
a template for later ones. In many families, this means that Scruffy is the universal peacemaker, the fulcrum
of shared affection.
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In a family interview reviewed by Dr. Walsh in a recent paper, one mother said that the best way to end an
argument between siblings was to bark, ―Stop fighting, you‘re upsetting Barkley!‖ ―This is always more
effective than saying, ‗Stop hitting your brother,‘ ‖ the mother said. (Barkley made no comment.)
Animals often sense these expectations and act on them. In a video recording of another family discussed
in the paper, the cat jumps on a woman‘s lap when it senses an impending argument with her husband.
―And it works,‖ Dr. Walsh said. ―It reduces tension in both; you can see it happening.‖
―She‘s my first child,‖ said Adrienne Woods, a cellist in Los Angeles, of Bella, the Husky puppy that she and
her fiancé just got. ―The biggest upside is this sense of inner peace. I feel like a grandma, like I have a
companion I‘ve been wanting for 30 years.‖
Yet pets can also raise tension, as millions of couples learn the hard way. The Animal Planet show ―It‘s Me
or the Dog‖ is built on such cases. And Cesar Millan, a dog behavior specialist, has become a celebrity by
helping people gain control over unruly hounds, bringing order into households with uncertain lines of
authority.
Perhaps more often, pets become a psychological
wedge not from lack of boundaries but because
family members have diverging views of what a pet
should be. And those views are shaped by cultural
inheritance, more so than people may realize.
In a study of dog ownership, Elizabeth Terrien, a
sociologist at the University of Chicago, conducted 90
in-depth interviews with families in Los Angeles,
including Ms. Woods. One clear trend that has
emerged is that people from rural backgrounds tend
to see their dogs as guardians to be kept outside,
whereas middle-class couples typically treat their
hounds as children, often having them sleep in the
master bedroom, or a special bed.
When asked to describe their pets without using the
word ―dog,‖ people in more affluent neighborhoods
―came up with things like child, companion, little
friend, teenage son, brother, or partner in crime,‖ Dr.
Terrien said. In neighborhoods with a larger Latino
immigrant population, owners were more likely to say ―protector,‖ or even ―toy for the children,‖ she found.
―In those neighborhoods you‘ll sometimes see kids yanking around a dog on the leash, pushing and
playing, the sort of behavior that some middle-class owners would think of as abuse,‖ she said.
Such differences often emerge only after a family has adopted a pet, and they can exacerbate the more
mundane disagreements about pet care, like how much to spend on vet bills, how often to walk the dog,
how the animal should interact with young children. The fallout from such conflicts isn‘t hard to find: Most
everyone knows of couples who have quarreled over pets, or even divorced, because her spaniel nipped at
his Rottweiler.
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And there are countless single people out there all but married to some hairy Frida or Diego — banishing
any potential partner who doesn‘t fall quickly, and equally, in love.
The reason these feelings run so deep is that they are ideologies, as well as cultural and psychological
dispositions. In the summer of 2007, David Blouin, a sociologist at Indiana University, South Bend,
conducted extensive interviews with 35 dog owners around the state, chosen to represent a diverse mix of
city, country and suburban dwellers.
He found that, as a rule, people fall into one of three broad categories of beliefs concerning pets. Members
of one group, which he labels ―dominionists,‖ see pets as an appendage to the family, a useful helper
ranking below humans that is beloved but, ultimately, replaceable. Many people from rural areas — like the
immigrants Dr. Terrien interviewed — qualified.
Another group of owners, labeled by Dr. Blouin as ―humanists,‖ are the type who cherish their dog as a
favored child or primary companion, to be pampered, allowed into bed, and mourned like a dying child at
the end. These include the people who cook special meals for a pet, take it to exercise classes, to therapy
— or leave it stock options in their will.
The third, called ―protectionists,‖ strive to be the animal‘s advocate. These owners have strong views about
animal welfare, but their views on how a pet should be treated — whether it sleeps inside or outside, when
it should be put down — vary depending on what they think is ―best‖ for the animal. Its members include
people who will ―save‖ a dog tied to tree outside a store, usually delivering it home with a lecture about how
to care for an animal.
―These are ideologies, and so protectionists are very critical of humanists, who are very critical of
dominionists, and so on,‖ Dr. Blouin said. ―You can see where this can create problems if people in a family
have different orientations. Every little decision about the pet is loaded.‖
Up until, and including, the end: Couples may not
only disagree over when to put an animal down
but also have vastly different emotional reactions
to the loss. ―For someone who‘s been treating
the pet like a child, it can feel like the loss of a
child — and of course children are not supposed
to die before their parents,‖ Dr. Terrien said. It‘s
an end-of-life crisis, which often begins a lengthy
period of grieving. Whereas for the partner who
sees the pet differently, the death may bring
relief.
None of which is to say that a resourceful pet — using the combined power of cuteness, doleful stares and
episodes of getting stuck in boxes or eating crayons — cannot bridge such opposing religions. But family
therapists say that, usually, four-legged diplomats need some help from the two-legged kind to succeed.
―Families either figure it out and manage these differences,‖ Dr. Terrien said, ―or they give up the pet —
which happens far more often than people think.‖
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FORGET THE TREADMILL. GET A DOG.
By Tara Parker-Pope-New York Times-March 14, 2011

If you‘re looking for the latest in home exercise equipment, you may want to consider something with four
legs and a wagging tail.
Several studies now show that dogs can be powerful motivators to get people moving. Not only are dog
owners more likely to take regular walks, but new research shows that dog walkers are more active over all
than people who don‘t have dogs.
One study even found that older people are more likely to take regular walks if the walking companion is
canine rather than human.
―You need to walk, and so does your dog,‖ said Rebecca A. Johnson, director of the human-animal
interaction research center at the University of Missouri College of Veterinary Medicine. ―It‘s good for both
ends of the leash.‖
Just last week, researchers from Michigan State University reported that among dog owners who took their
pets for regular walks, 60 percent met federal criteria for regular moderate or vigorous exercise. Nearly half
of dog walkers exercised an average of 30 minutes a day at least five days a week. By comparison, only
about a third of those without dogs got that much regular exercise.
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The researchers tracked the exercise habits of 5,900 people in Michigan, including 2,170 who owned dogs.
They found that about two-thirds of dog owners took their pets for regular walks, defined as lasting at least
10 minutes.
Unlike other studies of dog ownership and walking, this one also tracked other forms of exercise, seeking to
answer what the lead author, Mathew Reeves, called an obvious question: whether dog walking ―adds
significantly to the amount of exercise you do, or is it simply that it replaces exercise you would have done
otherwise?‖
The answers were encouraging, said Dr. Reeves, an associate professor of epidemiology at Michigan
State. The dog walkers had higher overall levels of both moderate and vigorous physical activity than the
other subjects, and they were more likely to take part in other leisure-time physical activities like sports and
gardening. On average, they exercised about 30 minutes a week more than people who didn‘t have dogs.
Send Us Your VideosDoes Your Pet Keep You Healthy?
Do you dance with your cat? Play Frisbee with your dog? Sing with your bird? Send us your videos
showing how your pets keep you healthy.
Dr. Reeves, who owns two Labrador mixes named Cadbury and Bella, said he was not surprised.
―There is exercise that gets done in this household that wouldn‘t get done otherwise,‖ he said. ―Our dogs
demand that you take them out at 10 o‘clock at night, when it‘s the last thing you feel like doing. They‘re not
going to leave you alone until they get their walk in.‖
But owning a dog didn‘t guarantee physical activity. Some owners in the study did not walk their dogs, and
they posted far less overall exercise than dog walkers or people who didn‘t have a dog.
Dog walking was highest among the young and educated,
with 18-to-24-year-old owners twice as likely to walk the
dog as those over 65, and college graduates more than
twice as likely as those with less education. Younger dogs
were more likely to be walked than older dogs; and larger
dogs (45 pounds or more) were taken for longer walks
than smaller dogs.
The researchers asked owners who didn‘t walk their pets
to explain why. About 40 percent said their dogs ran free in
a yard, so they didn‘t need walks; 11 percent hired dog
walkers.
Nine percent said they didn‘t have time to walk their dogs, while another 9 percent said their dogs were too
ill behaved to take on a walk. Age of the dog or dog owner also had an effect: 9 percent said the dog was
too old to go for walks, while 8 percent said the owner was too old.
―There is still a lot more dog walking that could be done among dog owners,‖ Dr. Reeves said.
And the question remains whether owning a dog encourages regular activity or whether active, healthy
people are simply more likely to acquire dogs as walking companions.
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A 2008 study in Western Australia addressed the question when it followed 773 adults who didn‘t have
dogs. After a year, 92 people, or 12 percent of the group, had acquired a dog. Getting a dog increased
average walking by about 30 minutes a week, compared with those who didn‘t own dogs.
But on closer analysis, the new dog owners had been laggards before getting a dog, walking about 24
percent less than other people without dogs.
The researchers found that one of the motivations for getting a dog was a desire to get more exercise.
Before getting a dog, the new dog owners had clocked about 89 minutes of weekly walking, but dog
ownership boosted that number to 130 minutes a week.
A study of 41,500 California residents also looked at walking among dog and cat owners as well as those
who didn‘t have pets. Dog owners were about 60 percent more likely to walk for leisure than people who
owned a cat or no pet at all. That translated to an extra 19 minutes a week of walking compared with
people without dogs.
A study last year from the
University of Missouri
showed that for getting
exercise, dogs are better
walking companions than
humans. In a 12-week
study of 54 older adults at
an assisted-living home,
some people selected a
friend or spouse as a
walking companion, while
others took a bus daily to a
local animal shelter, where
they were assigned a dog
to walk.
To the surprise of the
researchers, the dog
walkers showed a much
greater improvement in fitness. Walking speed among the dog walkers increased by 28 percent, compared
with just 4 percent among the human walkers.
Dr. Johnson, the study‘s lead author, said that human walkers often complained about the heat and talked
each other out of exercise, but that people who were paired with dogs didn‘t make those excuses.
―They help themselves by helping the dog,‖ said Dr. Johnson, co-author of the new book ―Walk a Hound,
Lose a Pound,‖ to be published in May by Purdue University Press. ―If we‘re committed to a dog, it enables
us to commit to physical activity ourselves.‖
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The £6bn trade in animal smuggling
By Maryrose Fison-The Independent UK-Sunday, 6 March 2011
It funds terrorists and civil wars, and brings more species closer to extinction.
Animal smuggling has grown to a £6bn-a-year
criminal industry, and is exceeded only by the drugs
and arms trades. Its illicit profits are a major source of
funding for terrorist and militia groups, including alQa'ida, and the snaring and slaughtering of animals
is driving dozens of species to the brink of extinction.
These are the main findings from a monthlong Independent on Sunday investigation into the
growing scale and impact of wildlife trafficking – an
illicit business which, thanks to huge profits and the
violence to which it so readily resorts, is
overwhelming the law and order resources ranged against it.
For all the international treaties, police units, campaign groups and NGOs battling it, the trade continues to
grow. The world's tiger population has plummeted from 100,000 at the start of the 20th century to below
4,000 today; 20,000 elephants are killed each year for their ivory; the number of rhino poached in South
Africa doubled last year; sea turtles are being harvested at an astonishing rate, their shells turned into
jewellery; and, over the past 40 years, 12 species of large animal have vanished completely in Vietnam.
The trade takes its toll in human lives, too. Each year, according to the International Fund for Animal
Welfare, more than 100 African rangers are killed, the men unequipped to cope with armed poachers.
Many people associate animal smuggling with small-time crooks trying to bring a few lizards in a suitcase to
be sold by the under-the-counter pet trade. It is, in fact, a multifaceted business catering to huge demand
among collectors for exotic species, ornaments and clothing, plus traditional Chinese medicine's industrialscale appetite for animal parts. Linda Arroyo, team leader at Sweden's National Police for Environmental
Crime, says widely held superstitions surrounding certain animal parts drive the illegal industry within Asia.
"There are beliefs that rhino horns cure cancer, that if you drink out of a rhino horn cup you get eternal
happiness, and that some of these wild animals raise men's potency. The fact that the Asian economy is
growing makes it possible for more people to buy these products."
Bones, paws and penises of tigers and leopards are used as aphrodisiacs in Mong La, a northern state of
Burma with a large sex industry, according to an extensive study of the big cat trade conducted by the
wildlife NGO Traffic last year. Large vats of tiger-bone wine – which sell for between $40 and $100 a bottle
– were being promoted as a health tonic in outlets catering to Chinese customers. Around the world,
including in US Chinese medicine stores, bear bile is widely used to "treat" a multitude of symptoms from
swollen eyes and haemorrhoids to skin lesions and fever.
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The profits are vast. Beautifully coloured birds found in the Amazon basin and South-east Asia frequently
command the highest prices. Lear's macaw, an ocean-blue parrot from Brazil, is thought to be one of the
most lucrative species on the black market. In 2008, it was reportedly trading at an estimated $90,000 per
bird. Only 960 of the birds are believed to be left in the world. A single kilo of rhino horn was going for as
much as $34,000 in 2009 – well in excess of legally traded precious metals such as gold. Tiger skins can
fetch up to £20,000. A pound of tiger glue (made from the animals' bones) was selling in Vietnam for
$2,000 in 2008, while Tibetan antelope hair – known as shahtoosh – is made into shawls that can cost
between $1,200 and $12,000 apiece.
But it isn't just in Africa and South-east Asia where
the cruel trade operates. Last August, Jeffrey
Lendrum pleaded guilty at Warwick Crown Court of
trying to smuggle 14 rare peregrine falcon eggs out
of the UK. He was booked on a flight for South
Africa with a 14-hour-stop-over in Dubai. He was
arrested in Birmingham airport after a cleaner
noticed him acting suspiciously in the toilets. The
prosecution claimed an intermediary was due to
take the eggs to an individual in Dubai, putting a
value of up to £70,000 on the consignment. As the
world's fastest bird, capable of travelling at speeds
of up to 150mph, it is popular in Dubai where falconry is a traditional sport.
Brian Stuart, chairman of Interpol's Wildlife Crime Working Group and head of the National Wildlife Crime
Unit, said that the two most recent Interpol investigations had recovered ¤35m from animal smuggling
networks over three months. "In February last year Operation Tram recovered globally about ¤10m-worth of
illegal products worldwide and we've still got inquiries initiated from that ongoing. The second operation
[Operation Remp, covering illegally traded reptiles and amphibians] involved 52 countries and recovered in
the region of ¤25m-worth of illegal products worldwide."
With revenues such as these, majorcriminal and terrorist groups have long since moved in to control the
industry. The Elephant Trade Information System (ETIS), one of the world's largest databases of animal
contraband, found that nearly 2,000 more elephant products were seized in 2009 than in the previous
analysis in 2007 – a sign of the increased involvement of organised crime syndicates.
In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), 15,562kg of ivory were seized between 1989 and 2009, with
66 per cent of this collected in the last decade. Analysis from ETIS indicates three-quarters of this was
obtained through organised crime rings. In Tanzania, the picture is even worse, with 68 per cent of the
76,293kg of ivory seized during this period being smuggled by organised crime. Forensic evidence has
enabled scientists at the University of Washington to create "DNA maps" of African elephants and work out
from which populations the contraband comes.
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Elisabeth McLellan, species manager at WWF International, says that until law enforcement is
strengthened, ivory will continue to leak out of Africa. "We're not just talking small-time smugglers here;
we're talking hardened, organised criminal gangs." A US congressional hearing on animal smuggling in
2008 reported that ivory en route from Cameroon to Hong Kong had been hidden in three containers with
false compartments – clearly not the doing of local poachers.
Many criminal gangs have links to warlords and
militias, and an increasing body of evidence
suggests animal smuggling is being used to
bankroll civil wars. In 2008, the trades in
bushmeat and ivory were found to be directly
supporting rogue military gangs, and providing
economic support for several persistent pockets
of rebel activity in the DRC, including the Hutu
rebels implicated in the 1994 Rwandan
genocide. Arms and ammunition were provided
in exchange for ivory and illegal bushmeat
during the second Congo war of 1998-2003.
Somali warlord factions and the Sudanese
Janjaweed – the militia group associated with
the genocide in Darfur – have been identified in
the poaching of ivory from elephants in the
DRC and Chad.
On 15 May 2007, a failed Janjaweed attack that sought to capture Chad's national stockpile of ivory at
Zakouma National Park killed three rangers. Chadian authorities accuse the same Janjaweed of being
responsible for the deaths of hundreds of elephants around Zakouma at this time. The same year, seven
rangers from the Kenya Wildlife Service were forced to stand their ground against a gang of heavily armed
Somali poachers. Three rangers and four poachers were killed in the exchange, which occurred in the
middle of the night.
The sophistication of weapons used, the abundance of ammunition and the disciplined military tactics of the
poachers all point towards them working at the behest of one of Somalia's warlords. These, and terrorist
leaders, are effectively acting as poaching gangmasters who exploit the poverty of local people. Civil strife,
rampant in the African range states, also creates refugees, and these can have a detrimental impact on
wildlife. Angolan, Burundian and DRC refugees living in the Meheba refugee camp in Zambia were
persistently implicated in poaching in West Lunga National Park in 2008. Other extremist groups are also
linked to the illicit trade. According to a report on transnational crime published by the Washington-based
think tank Global Financial Integrity, at least two Islamic extremist groups are believed to have links to
animal smuggling, among them the Harakat ul-Jihad-Islami-Bangladesh (HUJI-B) and Jamaat-ul Mujahedin
Bangladesh (JMB). Janjaweed militants and Somali warlords in East Africa are thought to receive support
from al-Qa'ida.
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A wildlife expert with more than two decades' experience examining the illegal wildlife trade in Africa, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, said: "There is credible evidence they [Al-Shabaab, the Somali affiliate of
al-Qa'ida] are involved in ivory poaching and rhino trafficking. This is serious business. [The army] is
personally well armed and well trained and can cross hundreds of kilometres of land very rapidly. They
know how to force-march, deprive themselves of water, and when they are told to come back with a dozen
ivory tusks they do it." The individual said that the most common weapons used by poachers were AK47
rifles, but G3 weapons – which fire bullets 500-600m, twice the distance of AK47s – had been found along
with M16s.
While the black-market profits are enormous, the complexity of the smuggling chain is long and involves
numerous intermediaries. At the bottom, poachers hired by syndicates capture or kill the chosen species.
Poachers will typically be expected to spend an extended period in the wild, and are equipped by gangs
with vehicles, weapons and – depending on whether the animal is to be caught dead or alive – training.
Once caught, smaller animals are transferred to mules – humans paid to carry the wildlife either in a
suitcase or on their person. Cross-continental journeys are a traumatic ordeal for the animals, with reports
of birds being drugged and having their beaks taped shut. Nearly 80 per cent of birds die en route while the
remainder are either maimed or severely traumatised by the
experience.
One of the major obstacles to cracking down on the trade at the mule
level is a lack of credible deterrents. Mules run the risk of being
caught at customs or en route to airports and borders, but the
penalties for animal smuggling pale in comparison with those for other
forms of trafficking. A report by wildlife monitoring NGO Traffic last
year found that those found in possession of protected species face a
fine of up to £800 in Thailand and/or imprisonment for up to four
years. In Burma a fine of up to £4,700, and/or imprisonment of up to
seven years is applicable.
Compared with the sentences imposed for drug trafficking in the region – where possession of marijuana
can result in the death penalty – such punishments are barely a deterrent. Late last year, Anson Wong, one
of the biggest animal traffickers in the world, received a mere six months' imprisonment and a £38,500 fine
for attempting to smuggle 95 boa constrictors, two rhinoceros vipers and a mata mata turtle into Malaysia.
By contrast, in 2000, the man dubbed the "lizard king" was jailed for 71 months and fined £36,500 for
trafficking a menagerie of endangered species into the US.
The gangs frequently bribe border guards or pay organised crime networks to use their established
smuggling channels. The criminals have been found to triangulate routes, falsify certificates and mix legal
shipments of animals with illegal ones to confuse officials. A World Bank-sponsored report from 2008 found
smuggling gangs using fake army and government number plates, funeral and wedding cars, as well as
ambulances.
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The effect on the countries from which wildlife is taken can be devastating. In South Africa, there have been
reports of Chinese triads exchanging the raw ingredients for methamphetamine ("crystal meth" – known
locally as "tik") for abalone, an endangered shellfish served as a delicacy in Asia. According to a Wall
Street Journal report in 2007, one pound of the shellfish was able to command $200 within Asia. Because
drugs are the currency of payment, the exchange is virtually untraceable yet it is tearing apart the fabric of
South African society. The International Narcotics Control Board's annual report for 2010 shows that at
least 30,000 addicts use more than a gram of methamphetamine per day in South Africa, and in Cape
Town it is reported to be the primary or secondary substance of abuse among two-thirds of drug users. A
2005 study by the Semel Institute for Neuroscience and Human Behavior in Los Angeles also found that it
resulted in greater likelihood of unprotected sex among users in South Africa – highly problematic given the
prevalence of HIV in the region.
Local tourism also suffers. With fewer and fewer tigers and other popular species left on the planet,
countries that rely on international visitors to visit natural parks stand to lose out. Brian Stuart of Interpol's
Wildlife Crime Working Group says that the disappearance of species is bad news for communities
dependent on the revenue from travellers.
"If there are no rhino
or other endangered
species in some of
the range states in
Africa, why would
people want to go
there?" he said. "If
there are no ospreys
or buzzards in the
glens of Scotland,
why would people
want to come and
visit? And if there are
no fish in the rivers,
why would the
fishermen want to go
there? Wildlife crime
has an impact on
rural economies and on the wider scheme of things."
But far away from these countries, there are global health threats posed by the illegal trade as animals
cross continents. Two parrots were seized at Heathrow airport in 2005 infected with the avian influenza
virus. A year earlier, a man was caught trying to smuggle mountain hawk eagles also infected with the
H5N1 virus. Because some diseases are able to jump from animals to humans, wildlife trafficking can pose
a grave threat to health.
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Yet in spite of the scale of the problem, there appears to be a lack of consensus among governments when
it comes to proposing a unified response. Interpol's annual budget for wildlife protection is a mere $300,000
– a fraction of the $86m donated to the WWF for conservation purposes last year. David Higgins, manager
of the environmental crime programme at Interpol, based in Lyon, told The Independent on Sunday he
found the level of funding low. "It's like owning a car and not having enough fuel to put in it. You can still
drive the car but you can never really drive it properly if you don't have enough fuel. We're not fighting a
losing battle. I think we are just containing a little more than fighting," he said.
Much can and should be done to combat the smuggling. Mr Higgins said that even with limited resources,
the response could be enhanced if conservation and law enforcement groups pooled their knowledge.
Awareness campaigns would be one way to enhance Westerners' knowledge of whether a species is
endangered and therefore illegal to purchase. At present, the internet can be used to advertise endangered
species as legally traded species when in fact they are not, playing on the public's ignorance. Tougher
penalties with larger fines and longer prison sentences for the top-level criminals masterminding the
trafficking chains and an incentivised whistle-blowing service would all help.
Until then, wildlife trafficking will continue to wipe out the world's most precious species, destroying the lives
of those around them along the way, bankrolling a bloodbath of civil wars and devastating local economies.
The smuggler: 'Lizard King' caught with a bag full of snakes
International wildlife trafficker Anson Wong first gained notoriety after pleading guilty to smuggling a
menagerie of endangered species into the US in 2000, when he was sentenced to 71 months in jail and
fined $60,000 (£36,800).
Dubbed "the Lizard King" by the media, he was arrested
again last year in Kuala Lumpur airport after a bag
containing 95 boa constrictors burst open on the conveyor
belt. Also inside the bag were two rhinoceros vipers and a
mata mata turtle.
A Malaysian court was told that Wong had imported the
snakes into Malaysia legally but failed to apply for a permit
to re-export them to Indonesia. When questioned by
sessions court judge Zulhelmy Hasan, Wong said that his
customer had pushed him to deliver the snakes before the
Muslim celebration of Hari Raya (Eid). Wong said that in his
haste to keep the buyer happy, he did not apply for a
permit.
The court also ordered that the three mobile phones and
laptop Wong was carrying at the time of arrest remained in
the custody of the Wildlife and National Parks Department.
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Tigers — one third of subspecies extinct
Three of the original nine subspecies of tiger have become extinct over the past 60 years. Poaching,
destruction of forests, and climate change are all believed to play a role in this. The last Bali tiger died in
the 1930s; the Caspian tiger became extinct in the 1970s; the Javan tiger followed in the 1980s. Today, all
remaining tiger subspecies are either endangered or critically endangered; in the African range states, wild
tiger numbers are thought to be as low as 3,200. Most recent estimates of wild tigers in Burma indicate that
as few as 150 roam there.
Black rhinos – trade in horns is dramatically reducing numbers
Rhinoceros horns are prized for their purported medicinal properties, and numbers have declined sharply
over the past 40 years. According to WWF, 96 per cent of black rhinos were killed between 1970 and 1992.
Today, the combined population of black and white rhinos in Africa is thought to be just over 18,000.
Poaching killed 333 rhinos in South Africa in 2010, twice the number slaughtered a year earlier. In 2008,
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna established a rhinoceros
enforcement task force, to try to counter rising levels of rhino poaching in Asia and Africa.
Leopards – killed for skins
Like all the animals
cited in this
investigation, leopards
are protected under
the Convention on
International Trade in
Endangered Species
of Flora and Fauna
(Cites), which prohibits
all international
commercial trade.
With their skins and
body parts
commanding high
prices, their numbers
have been declining.
The clouded leopard is
classified as
vulnerable on the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species, and the snow leopard is endangered. In
December 2008, two snow leopard skins were observed in the Burmese border village of Tachilek being
offered for £500 each, according to international wildlife monitoring NGO Traffic.
Bears – killed for their bile or used in bear baiting
Bears are captured for use in bear baiting and to harvest their bile for use in traditional Chinese medicine
(TCM). In rural Pakistan, up to 2,000 spectators will assemble to watch a tethered bear set upon by trained
dogs, according to the World Society for the Protection of Animals (WSPA), in spite of the practice being
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banned. Within China bile is widely extracted from the gallbladder of bears in a process that is excruciating
for the animals. There are more than 50 herbal alternatives to bear bile.
Tibetan antelope – prized fur makes them endangered
There are between 75,000 and 100,000 Tibetan antelope left on the planet, making this species officially
endangered. High demand for shahtoosh – the hair found on the creatures – has resulted in poachers
slaughtering them to sell fur on the illicit market. It takes about four animals to make a single shawl and
prices can vary from $1,000 to $5,000, according to the WWF.
Falcons – used for sport
Peregrine falcons are classified as endangered, and the most up-to-date reports put the bird's breeding
population at just over 1,400 pairs. Because they can travel at extremely high speeds they are in demand
from buyers who want to use them in the sport of falconry. The majority do not migrate, staying within
100km of their birthplace.
Lear's macaw – was on the brink of extinction

This exotic parrot found in the Amazon basin is believed to be among the most expensive wildlife species
trafficked on the black market. It was brought back from the brink of extinction in 1989, when fewer than
100 of the birds existed, but remains listed as an endangered species. Conservation groups have worked
hard to protect the bird's natural habitat to enable numbers to grow.
Elephant – ivory trade destroying population
Elephants form the top level of the food chain in much of sub-Saharan Africa, trampling down dense flora in
the savannahs, enabling smaller animals to forage for food. Demand for ivory, which is sold at a premium
on the black market, puts elephants at grave threat from hunters and poachers. Between 1989 and
February 2010, 18,771kg of ivory was seized in Nigeria, 17,681kg in Cameroon, 28,848kg in Kenya and
33,207kg in Namibia. This is just a fraction of the overall total across Africa's 37 range states.
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Human interest

JAPANESES TOWN HOLDS ON TO HOPE
By Michael Wines-New York Times- March 21, 2011

RIKUZENTAKATA, Japan — On the afternoon of Friday, March 11, the Takata High School swim team
walked a half-mile to practice at the city‘s nearly new natatorium, overlooking the broad sand beach of
Hirota Bay.
That was the last anyone saw of them. But that is not unusual: in this town of 23,000, more than one in 10
people is either dead or has not been seen since that afternoon, now 10 days ago, when a tsunami
flattened three-quarters of the city in minutes.
Twenty-nine of Takata High‘s 540 students are still missing. So is Takata‘s swimming coach, 29-year-old
Motoko Mori. So is Monty Dickson, a 26-year-old American from Anchorage who taught English to
elementary and junior-high students.
Life goes on here, as much as life can go on in a place where 4 in 10 people live in camps, their old lives
gone forever. But many in Rikuzentakata seem to exist in suspended animation, clinging to fantasies of a
family-reuniting miracle, but bracing for the worst.
Futoshi Toba, the town‘s 46-year-old mayor, is among them. On that Friday afternoon, he huddled on the
third-floor roof of city hall as the wave crashed over the building and erased virtually everything else in
sight, including his home.
―I lost my wife,‖ he said in a conversation at the makeshift emergency center in the hills outside town, then
quietly added, ―Maybe.‖
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The official statistics issued here on Monday afternoon
stated that the tsunami had killed 775 people in
Rikuzentakata and left 1,700 missing. In truth, a trip
through the waist-high rubble, a field of broken
concrete, smashed wood and mangled autos a mile
long and perhaps a half-mile wide, leaves little doubt
that ―missing‖ is a euphemism.
This was once a fishing village of uncommon beauty,
planted in a steep valley that descended to a seafront
shaded by thousands of conifers. On Monday, the
surrounding hills were girdled by a bathtub ring of wreckage and felled trees at least 30 feet high.
The tsunami did produce one true miracle, an 80-year-old woman and her grandson who, trapped inside
their nearly demolished house, subsisted on the contents of a refrigerator until the boy wriggled out and
alerted rescuers on Sunday.
The norm, however, played out Monday afternoon at Takata Junior High School, the city‘s largest
evacuation center, where a white hatchback entered the school yard with the remains of Hiroki Sugawara,
a 10th grader from the neighboring town of Ofunato. It was not immediately clear why he had been in
Rikuzentakata.
―This is the one last time,‖ the boy‘s father cried as other parents, weeping, pushed terrified teenagers
toward the body, laid on a blanket inside the car. ―Please say goodbye!‖
But belief in miracles dies hard.
Inside the junior high, an alcove wall was filled with scrawled pleas for help finding vanished friends and
relatives. Fliers plastered an adjoining wall, many with poignant snapshots of the missing in happier times.
―The friends from the kindergarten hope you are O.K.,‖ one read. ―Grandma and Grandpa,‖ said another,
―we are looking for you.‖
Beside them stood a woman holding a handwritten sign taped to a piece of cardboard. The sign read, ―We
are looking for Takata High School students and teachers.‖
Here, as elsewhere, high school holds a special place in people‘s hearts.
―We only have one high school in our city,‖ said Tsutomu Nakai, 61, a retired businessman who oversees
the refugee center. ―Our hopes for the future rested on the acts of Takata High School students.‖
Takata High, which turned 80 this year, was the surviving partner in a merger three years ago of the two
high schools in a town where the number of young people is steadily dwindling. Students could choose
between a curriculum geared toward the fishing industry, the town‘s lifeblood, or a more traditional set of
courses.
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―The students have a lot of energy,‖ the vice principal, Toshimitsu Omodera, said at another refugee center,
called Sun Village, where many students and teachers are housed. ―And their clubs were in the top class of
the prefecture.‖
The clubs — teams in baseball, girls‘ volleyball, table tennis, soccer and other sports — were popular in a
school where the small student body meant that everyone had a shot at a starting position.
The swim team was good, if not great. Until this month, it had 20 swimmers; seniors‘ graduation cut its
ranks to 10. Ms. Mori, the coach, taught social studies and advised the student council; her first wedding
anniversary is March 28.
―Everybody liked her. She was a lot of fun,‖ said Chihiru Nakao, a 16-year-old 10th grader who was in her
social studies class. ―And because she was young, more or less our age, it was easy to communicate with
her.‖
Two Fridays ago, students scattered
for sports practice. The 10 or so
swimmers — one may have skipped
practice — trekked to the B & G
swimming center, a city pool with a
sign reading, ―If your heart is with the
water, it is the medicine for peace and
health and long life.‖
Ms. Mori appears to have been at
Takata High when the earthquake
struck. When a tsunami warning
sounded 10 minutes later, Mr.
Omodera said, the 257 students still
there were ushered up the hill behind the building. Ms. Mori did not go. ―I heard she was in the school, but
went to the B & G to get the swim team,‖ said Yuta Kikuchi, a 15-year-old 10th grader, echoing other
students‘ accounts.
Neither she nor the team returned. Mr. Omodera said it was rumored, but never proven, that she took the
swimmers to a nearby city gymnasium where it has been reported that about 70 people tried to ride out the
wave.
The ensuing tsunami gutted the B & G center — tossing the giant roof girders, pine trees and other debris
into the pool — then rushed to Takata High, collapsing the gymnasium and wrecking all three stories of the
school‘s main building.
People here say it is still possible that some of the missing could be lost in Rikuzentakata‘s 60-plus
evacuation centers, where more than 9,400 citizens — some 40 percent of the town — have taken shelter.
Ten days after the tsunami hit, that seems difficult to believe. But in a town that has not much else but hope
to cling to, people believe it anyway.
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Philanthropy
TOP DOG FOUNDATION (from Lawnie Conlon)

Mission:
To provide a loving and permanent home for dogs that are deemed “un-adoptable” because of
age and health, and would otherwise be unnecessarily euthanized.

Vision:
That every dog will have a permanent home, shelter from the cold, and plenty of food. That those
dogs "tossed out", abandoned, or labeled "un-adoptable" and scheduled for expiration because of
age, and treatable health issues, will have the love and respect they deserve and the right to live
until they die of natural causes, or until their health issues become such that they no longer have
quality of life . . . that their transition from this life will be in the arms of someone who loves
them.
or call for more information - (952) 353-2122 www.topdogfoundation.org

Bentley's Story

Bentley is a perfect example of the dogs whose lives will be
changed with Top Dog Foundation. He was found wandering the
streets of Shorewood Minnesota on a cold December day in 2001.
He was picked up by animal control, with no tags or collar, and
was taken to a kennel that does impound work for the city. After
several weeks with not a call or claim, he was going to be given up
to a shelter, where he would most likely be euthanized, due to his
age (guessed to be around 11) and health issues (dry eye, blindness,
and severe dental problems).

He had been wandering the streets for some time, evidenced by the condition of his coat and his
eyes. He was so matted, and he could hardly open his crusted eyes.
Saturday evening, January 5, 2002, I received a phone call from the owner of the kennel that had
him. I have a reputation as “The Sheltie Lady”. She told me about this old dog and informed me
that he would probably be euthanized unless a home was found soon. She inquired as to whether
I might know of a family that wanted an older Sheltie. Without a thought, I told her my husband
would be there within the hour to get him. When Curt picked him up, this scruffy little hobo dog
clung to him, as if he finally felt safe and warm. His coat was a mess and he smelled terribly. He
snuggled in Curt’s lap and did not move the entire ride home. Over the next few days, I found
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evidence that he had been abused. He was deathly afraid of stairs and his ribs were tender to the
touch. He very quickly learned about love and safety in our home, and fit in with our family. We
named him Bentley (for a “Rolls Royce” life). He wags his tail constantly, and is the most
grateful dog I have ever known . . . . just happy to be alive and happy to be loved. He has eye
medicines of one sort or another, seven times each day, in an effort to salvage what little vision
he has left. I have no idea how old he really is and the specific details of his life, only that he is a
happy kid and a constant reminder to us about unconditional love, about trust, and that his little
life was worth saving

‗
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WILDCAT SANCTUARY

Help Us Build Wild Woodlands
Your support has allowed us to build Small Cat
Track, Hybrid Haven, Roar Ridge and Cougar
Cove. Each of these areas provide free roaming
habitats for the wildcats that reside at the Sanctuary.
Cougars have up to 20,000 square feet to roam.
Tigers, Titan and Lilly can swim in Tiger Splash.
Servals, Denali and O'Malley have jungle gyms and
caves. Bengals, Ciega and Spartacus can climb
through pine trees and lounge in their hammocks. All
of these wild spaces include heated central buildings
where the cats can escape extreme temperatures.
Your help provided open spaces where they can be

wild at heart.
Over the past year, we have accepted six additional tigers, several
bobcats and servals. We now need to build Wild Woodlands - a
free roaming area for multiple species in need. This area will
accommodate the smallest serval to the largest lion. It will be be
built to allow any cat to be wild at heart. And we need your help.
This new area will consist of a 36' x 64' central building. The
building will be divided into separate areas for large and small
cats. It will be constructed to have large cat habitats off one side
and smaller cats on the opposite side. Most enclosures will have
hallways between the enclosures eliminating any shared walls.
This will allow us the flexibility of housing cats that may be
intimidated by other cats or need more time to acclimate peacefully.
Each habitat will include perches, water features similar to Tiger
Splash, hammocks and landscaping. The enclosures will also have
zip lines to allow moveable enrichment and toys.Several acres have
already been excavated. Poles have been set for the first enclosure.
The perimeter fence needs to be installed this year and the building
will be built in the spring. We need your continued support to keep this
project moving.
Each vertical pole is $80.
The perimeter fence is $10 a foot.
The building will cost $70,000. The completed project will be $343,000.
Every penny helps. We will build as funding permits. We know this dream is within our reach.
You've helped it happen for tigers Titan and Lilly,lions Aslan, Shanti Deva and Asha. Now help us make the
dream come true for tigers Layla and Zeus. And Bobcat Baby Jenga and serval Sebastian.
Donate to Wild Woodlands today! www.wildcatsantuary.org
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art
ECCENTRICITY GIVES WAY TO UNIFORMITY IN MUSEUMS
By Nicolai Ouroussoff-New York Times- March 26, 2011
MERION, Pa. — After years of bitter legal
battles over whether it could be relocated,
the Barnes Foundation, one of the
country‘s most beloved and quirky
museums, is finally leaving its idyllic
setting in suburban Pennsylvania. By
midsummer, the last of its galleries is
expected to be packed up for the
foundation‘s move to downtown
Philadelphia in 2012, and one of
America‘s unique art experiences will be
changed forever.
But the relocation of the Barnes is about
more than the dismantling of a single
museum. It also marks the end of an era
in American cultural history. Over the past
15 or so years, some of the most original
and idiosyncratic art institutions in the
country — the Barnes, the Getty Villa in
Pacific Palisades, Calif., and the Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston — have embarked on major expansions to modernize (and in some
cases, to generate more revenue), significantly transforming their identities.
Modernized: The once-magical Getty Villa after its
expansion

All three museums, each built by a wealthy eccentric, once represented intensely personal visions. All were
conceived as alternatives to the offerings of the elite cultural establishment. And by the time the Barnes
completes its move, all will have been remade into slick, corporate artistic institutions of a sort that their
founders no doubt would have deplored.
Yet even more striking is what these transformations suggest about what we‘ve become as a culture. The
three museums‘ iconoclastic collectors, and the institutions they built, embodied an America that still
embraced an ideal of stubborn individualism. That spirit is now mostly gone, a victim of institutional
conventions and corporate boards, and by a desire for mainstream acceptance that has displaced a
willingness to break rules.
Nothing about the three museums was particularly forward-looking when they were built. The Getty Villa, an
architectural fantasy created by a billionaire recluse and based on the ruins of a first-century Roman
cottage at Herculaneum, was derided by many as a garish back-lot production when it opened in 1974. (Its
ancient murals, Joan Didion wrote, looked ―as if dreamed by a Mafia don.‖) The Barnes‘s collection, housed
in a 1920s Beaux-Arts suburban mansion, was arranged in ―wall ensembles‖ that mixed blue-chip Picassos
and voluptuous Renoir nudes with works by forgotten local artists and a bizarre assortment of bric-a-brac.
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The Gardner, built about 20 years earlier by the New York-born socialite for which it is named, is a
hodgepodge of Venetian interiors, Chinese art, Roman mosaics and early Renaissance masterpieces. The
critic Lewis Mumford dismissed it as an example of the American pillaging of Europe.
What the museums all had, however, was an eagerness to challenge convention. Albert C. Barnes and J.
Paul Getty saw themselves as cultural outsiders. Both saw their museums as ways to thumb their noses at
cultural insiders — Barnes at Philadelphia‘s insular community of art patrons, Getty at what he called the
―doctrinaire and elitist views‖ of the art world.
Isabella Gardner‘s odd, often witty juxtapositions — a Roman mosaic of a Medusa in the central courtyard,
a stunning Titian depicting Jupiter‘s rape of Europa hanging above a swath of fabric cut from one of her
discarded ballroom gowns — conveyed a subversive feminist message.
The result, in each case, was a museum experience that felt deeply private. Walking into one of these
galleries could seem like poking around in someone‘s bedroom. The winking references, the quirky
combinations of acknowledged masterpieces and minor oddities, the mix of personal and public missions
— these served to narrow the gap between art and viewer. Instead of feeling lectured to from above, you
felt as if you had been invited to share in a private joy.
The Getty was the first to change. In 1996,
it began a decade-long renovation and
expansion that included a new 450-seat
outdoor amphitheater, a museum store, a
cafe, a library and plentiful curatorial
offices. The plan, designed by Machado
and Silvetti Associates, also created a
new entry sequence that leads visitors
from a four-story parking garage up to the
crest of a hill, where they follow a path
alongside the villa before descending back
down through the amphitheater to the
main entry. Elegantly conceived, the plan
nonetheless makes going to the villa feel
like a pedantic cultural exercise. What was
once a magical experience is now just
another stop on the tourist‘s checklist.

More Polite? Remaking the iconoclastic Isabella Stewart Gardner
Museum in 2010

The Barnes‘s new plan, which was
unveiled in 2009, also diminishes the intimacy of the original experience. In order to comply with Barnes‘s
will, which stipulates that the collection has to remain exactly as he hung it, the foundation‘s board agreed
to create identical galleries in the new building. What the plan could not reproduce, however, was the
tranquility of the Barnes‘s leafy suburban setting. Instead, the architects, Tod Williams and Billie Tsien,
designed a sequence of spaces that lead around two sides of the building and through a courtyard before
reaching the galleries. The series of turns, which are supposed to put you in a contemplative mood, serve
only to put the art on a kind of pedestal, making what was once accessible seem precious and
untouchable.
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And the Gardner has since embarked on a similar redesign. A $70 million addition, designed by Renzo
Piano and set at the back of the existing building, will force visitors to pass through a glass lobby and along
a crystalline corridor flanked by gardens before finally reaching the old courtyard, drawing out an
experience that used to take a few steps into a 160-foot-long procession.
The uncanny similarity among the three designs — the painstakingly protracted approaches to the galleries
— underscores the challenges the architects faced when trying to preserve the essence of these museums
while making room for the cafes, bookstores, event spaces and education departments that have become
regular features of the contemporary museum experience.
But there is something else behind the uniformity of these plans as well. What were once eccentric
creations have become polite and well behaved. Gorgeously crafted, they are about reinforcing the existing
cultural consensus — not rebelling against it.
And what are we building in their place? New museums still pop up regularly in America, some of them very
good. But by and large these institutions, too, conform to the spirit of our times. They are museums, as the
art critic Dave Hickey once put it, for people who ―love the winning side, the side with the chic buildings, the
gaudy doctorates and the star-studded cast.‖ At their worst, they are about building social status for boards
and collectors.
Most of all, however, they are the product of an art world in which people too often don‘t want to offend the
powers that be for fear that they might not be invited back to the party. The Barnes, the Gardner and the
Getty, for all of their flaws, sprang from a time when even the very rich wanted to ruffle the feathers of the
establishment now and again, and in doing so, to open up new possibilities for all of us.

Museum ―Louv’re It or
Leave It‖-Eccentric
enough for you?
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INTRODUCING KRISTIE BRETZKE
ART: A SIGN OF THE TIMES
By Mary Abbe, Star Tribune
Anyone driving in the Twin Cities has seen them
standing by the freeway ramps, clutching their handlettered cardboard signs. Men mostly, but a few
women, too, stand for long hours, hunched now
against the bitter winds. Emotionless and stoic, they
offer their lined faces and battered lives to the casual
scrutiny of strangers in warm cars.
"HOMELESS please help if U can. Thank U -n- God
bless."
"STRANDED homeless ... "
"TOTAL DESPERATION"

Self Portrait, oil on linen

The messages are simple, direct, familiar and easy to ignore. Just hang up your conscience, toss out some
coins and drive on.
Now, three Minneapolis artists -- portrait painter Kristie Bretzke, watercolorist Pat Bratnober Saunders and
documentary photographer Michael J. Allen -- have broken that defensive habit and put their time and
talent to work for the benefit of Minnesota's homeless.
Bretzke, whose portraits of homeless individuals are at Premier Gallery in downtown Minneapolis through
December, became interested in the homeless after moving from south Minneapolis to an apartment near
Loring Park about 18 months ago. Homeless people, who often sleep under the nearby freeway
overpasses, would make their signs on cardboard from her apartment's recycling bins. Intrigued, she
overcame her own nervousness, introduced herself to one of the men and asked to take his photo for a
portrait.
Buoyed by his enthusiasm and friendliness, she became comfortable asking others to pose and soon had a
studio full of street-people portraits. Then, with the assistance of the gallery and Lutheran Social Service
staff, she met what she calls the "hidden, or invisible homeless." These are the families, children and teens
who hold jobs and go to school, but still have no place to live. They, too, became her subjects.
Bretzke's show includes 27 paintings of homeless individuals whose faces mirror contemporary America:
beautiful and plain, worried and dreamy, old and young, men and women, white and black and other races.
She depicts them with a sympathetic dignity and care that reinforces the recognition that theirs are the
faces we all see in the mirror each morning.
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The Fifth Annual TRACY AWARDS were presented on March 10th, 2011
1st Place Evan Sowder-Southwest High
2nd Place Jill Swan-South West High
3rd Place (tie)
Jessamyn Anderson-Southwest High
Graham Simons-South High
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Movies
Movie review: 'Another Year'
December 29, 201|By Kenneth Turan, Los Angeles Times Film Critic

Jim Broadbent
and Ruth Sheen

In Mike Leigh's latest, a stable couple are the island of calm amid an unsettled circle of friends. Ah, life
always has a few surprises up its sleeve.
"Another Year" is about the turning wheel of life, an examination of the pleasures and jealousies,
disappointments and insecurities, destroyed dreams and rekindled hopes that make up our daily existence.
It may sound commonplace, but in the hands of master filmmaker Mike Leigh, the everyday becomes
extraordinary.
The film is also further proof — if proof is necessary after six Oscar nominations for writing and directing, a
Palme d'Or and a best director award from Cannes, and a Golden Lion from Venice — that Leigh's
explorations of human psychology are on a level of their own.
Using a particular method of working with actors that thoroughly involves them in creating characters from
the ground up, Leigh goes deeper into individuals than one would have thought possible. The people he
and his cast create in this joint venture combine depth and complexity with a kind of unstudied naturalism,
so much the better to make audiences complicit in their lives.
The three actors who are the focus of "Another Year" — Jim Broadbent, Ruth Sheen and an indescribable
Lesley Manville — are all veterans of multiple Leigh ventures, and it's a special pleasure to see them
finding their places in this new situation, to watch as Leigh slowly but with impeccable sureness adds
character and incident to the mix.
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If Leigh's last film, " Happy-Go-Lucky," focused on youthful concerns, "Another Year" shows us life through
the lens of people who are older but still trying to connect with one another, still trying to figure out the
elusive answer to the human equation.
After a stunning opening vignette featuring Imelda Staunton, "Another Year" introduces its central figures of
Tom (Broadbent) and Gerri (Sheen in an especially subtle performance). They are as sane and stable a
longtime married couple as Leigh's films have ever offered. He is a geologist, she a mental health
counselor, and together they form an island of steadiness and dependability, underlined by their passion for
gardening, that everyone they know clings to and admires.
No one depends more on these two than Mary (Manville), a coworker of
Gerri's who's been a family friend for close to 20 years. Mary is a little
frantic from the first moments we see her, a flighty, live-wire individual
who seems to have too much energy for her own good. We notice this
but, like Tom and Gerri, we let it go because, well, that's just the way she
is.
"Another Year" is broken up into four sections, each named after a
season. Though Tom, Gerri and Mary appear in all of them, each season
has its own particular narrative line, kind of like a short story within a
themed collection.
The film starts with spring, which provides an intense look at Mary when
she comes to Tom and Gerri's for dinner. Within the context of a single
evening, Manville's superlative acting unself-consciously peels Mary like
an onion, revealing her as someone alternately in denial and despair
about the unhappiness in her life, uncomfortable in her own skin but unwilling or unable to do anything
about it but drink too much too often.
Summer brings a visit from Ken ( Peter Wight), an old childhood friend of Tom's. Though the motto on
Ken's T-shirt ("less thinking, more drinking") indicates a possibly dissonant lifestyle choice, the two remain
close enough for a wonderful impromptu moment in which Tom jumps on his pal's shoulders.
Against all reason (isn't that always the way?), Ken finds himself attracted to Mary, with unsettling results.
Even more against reason, autumn brings an intensification of what had seemed a harmless romantic
crush on Mary's part, with even more unsettling results.
The mood darkens in winter, when a funeral brings Tom and Gerri to Tom's childhood home, where his
brother Ronnie (a marvelous David Bradley in his first Leigh film) is coping with his wife's death and the
emotional assaults of his disaffected son, Carl (Martin Savage).
It's inevitable that some of these individuals have more screen time than others, but Leigh's methods
ensure that everyone brings the same level of intensity and commitment to what he or she does. As
"Another Year" and its memorable people prove one more time, there are no small parts in these films.
When Leigh says, as he did in Cannes, that "I practice a craft that can't be copied," this is what he's talking
about.
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Another Year
Tea and empathy
Release Date: 2011
Ebert Rating: ****
By Roger Ebert Jan 12, 2011
Not quite every year brings a new Mike Leigh film, but the years that do are blessed with his sympathy,
penetrating observation, and instinct for human comedy. By that I don't mean ―comedy‖ as in easy laughter.
I mean that comedy that wells up from movies and allows us to recognize ourselves in characters both
lovable and wretched. Leigh's
―Another Year‖ is like a long,
purifying soak in empathy.
He begins with Tom and Gerri, a
North London couple who have
been happily married for years.
Immediately you can see the risks
Leigh is prepared to take. A happy
marriage? Between two wise and
lovable people? Who are intelligent
and alert to the real world? Not
caricatures, not comforting, not
cliches, but simply two people I wish
I knew? I'd look forward to them
every time I visited their house and be slow to leave.
That's also how Mary (Lesley Manville) feels. She has worked for years in the office of Gerri, a behavioral
counselor. Many people have a friend like Mary: unmarried, not getting any younger, drinking too much,
looking for the perfect spouse as a way of holding any real-world relationship at arm's length. Mary drops in
on Tom (Jim Broadbent) and Gerri (Ruth Sheen) a lot. Every time she visits, we're reminded of Robert
Frost: Home is where, when you have to go there, they have to take you in.
Mary needs healing. She badly requires sobriety. She wears an invisible sign around her neck: Needy.Tom
and Gerri don't lecture. Sometimes they drop gentle hints. ―It's a shame,‖ Tom observes to Gerri after Mary
has ended yet another sad visit, and that's all he has to say. No criticisms, no anger, just a factual
statement.
In their own lives, they're in complete accord. They garden, they work, they feed their friends dinners, they
hope their son will find the right girl, they are in love. Remarkably, in this age, their 30-year-old son, Joe
(Oliver Maltman), loves them and is happy.
Leigh has a gift for scenes involving embarrassment in social situations. We squirm, not because the
characters are uneasy, but because we would be, too. Tom and Gerri and their son attend the funeral of
Tom's sister-in-law. We have never been to a funeral quite like it, yet it is like many funerals. The
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uninvolved clergyman, the efficient undertakers, the remote father, the angry son, the handful of neighbors
who didn't know the deceased all that well, the family skeletons. Leigh sees the ways people display their
anguish without meaning to.

The movie doesn't require this scene. It has no obligatory scenes. Like life, it happens once you plug in the
people. Mary lives in a very small world, where it's unlikely she'll find happiness. She buys a car to give her
more ―freedom,‖ but no one who drinks like she does will find freedom that way. She fantastically begins to
think of their son, Joe, as a possible partner. Joe brings home Katie (Karina Fernandez) to meet his
parents, and they love her. When Mary meets Katie and understands who she is, it is devastating.
All the actors are pitch-perfect. Lesley Manville is virtuoso in making Mary pathetic and yet never a
caricature. Listen to the way her cadences vary with drink. Notice the way Tom and Gerri's responses to
her modulate during the course of a visit. Even, for that matter, observe Ken (Peter Wight), Tom's friend.
Ken is no prize, but might be happy to date Mary and maybe marry her, and after all, could Mary do any
better? She persists in the delusion that she could.
Now we come to the matter of the chins, and here we touch on something central to the appeal of Mike
Leigh. He is not afraid to star imperfect people. Jim Broadbent has a little too much chin, and Ruth Sheen
not quite enough. In most movies, everybody has about the right chinnage. At the risk of offending many of
his many actor-collaborators, I'll say that not once in 40 years has Mike Leigh ever starred a conventionally
handsome or beautiful movie star type. Instead, he has enriched the British cinema by his use of
unconventional types, also including Imelda Staunton, Sally Hawkins, Timothy Spall, Marianne JeanBaptiste, Brenda Blethyn and David Thewlis.
―Another Year‖ gave me characters I could love, feel uneasy about, identify with or be appalled by. I see a
lot of movies where the characters have no personalities, only attributes. I like James Bond, but I ask you:
In what way is he human? Every single character in ―Another Year‖ is human, and some of them all too
human. I saw it and was enriched.
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'Of Gods and Men' based on a true story
By Colin Covert-StarTribune-March 17, 2011
"Of Gods and Men" is a quiet, austere film
that is more electrifying than a dozen action
movies. It dramatizes the real-life story of
eight French monks in Algeria in the mid1990s, when Islamist fundamentalists were
jockeying to overthrow the corrupt national
government. The monks went about their
business, sharing the life of their rural
Muslim village, tending to the sick and
practicing their devotions until events made
that routine impossible. To say more would
jeopardize the tension director Olivier
Beauvois builds with architectural precision.
The film begins as an intimate portrait of the Trappists, observing their postcard-perfect corner of the Atlas
mountains, their chores, studies and ascetic lifestyle in engrossing detail. There isn't much dialogue.
Outside of their communal meals and meetings where the men discuss the monastery's affairs, they
express their feelings through sacred music.
The characters are sketched with deft, minimal strokes. Brother Christian (Lambert Wilson) is the elected
prior of the monastery, a scholar of the Qur'an and the monks' grave ambassador to the world of soldiers
and politicians. Brother Luc (Michael Lonsdale) is the group's physician, a benign, tired old sheepdog of a
man who treats sick children and wounded rebels alike, judging no one whom God puts in his path. He is
the heart to Brother Christian's mind, the one a teenage girl can turn to as she experiences her first
infatuation. The others are humble, gentle, humanly flawed worker bees. Not one is a plaster saint.
Their lives are put in danger as the civil war rages. Armed rebels arrive on their doorstep demanding
treatment for a comrade. Brother Christian, a peacemaker, handles the confrontation diplomatically, but it's
clear the monks' devotion and commitment to their mission are now putting their lives at risk. The
government wants them to leave. The villagers want them to stay. "We are the birds. You are the branch,"
says a woman. "If you leave we lose our footing." The monks debate the proper course of action in quiet,
thoughtful exchanges. Flee Algeria and live or remain and almost certainly die? In a scene of stunning
power, they reach their accord almost telepathically as they silently share a rare bottle of red wine and
listen to the poignant Overture from Tchaikovsky's "Swan Lake."
French audiences who know the news story could anticipate the monks' fate; the climax shouldn't be
divulged to viewers who are coming to it for the first time. What should be noted is the delicacy with which
Beauvois treats his climax, a mist-shrouded march toward an indistinct horizon.
The degree to which 130 years of French colonialism created the conditions imperiling the monks, also
familiar to French audiences, isn't explored here beyond a fleeting line of dialogue. That's just as well,
really. The film isn't a history lesson, but an examination of the possibility of peace and fraternity in the
midst of war. It's an eternal question of moral choice. How these eight men come to define their duty makes
"Of Gods and Men" 2011's first indisputably great film.
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Theatre
Drop everything and rush to your favorite source for tickets in New York to buy at any price-tickets to the
two best Broadway plays since ―Jersey Boys‖WAR HORSE
And
PRISCILLA, QUEEN OF THE DESERT
Never mind the cost! Pay whatever it takes for both plays-you‘ll thank the Lord and me for this opportunity.
War Horse is the story of combat for drafted WWI heroes in battle-Horses!-where 6 million died!! vs. 4
million French soldiers and the entire French culture (actors, poets, humanitarians, diplomats and the ‗heart
of youth‘ has still not recovered).
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert is the further adventures of a troupe of transvestites crossing Australia in a
bus while performing great songs in multi-million dollar costumes.
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WAR HORSE-LONDON REVIEW
Making Horses Gallop and Audiences Cry
By Patrick Healy-New York Times- 7/14/09
LONDON — On the bare black stage of the New London Theater, a seven-foot-tall horse breaks into a
gallop, round and round, until he pauses for a breath, his flanks heaving lightly. A human approaches; the
horse, Topthorn, lifts his head, flexes his ears and shakes his tail. His right front hoof paws the floor, as if to
charge.

Topthorn is not a real horse, of course, but an intricately constructed puppet in the hit West End play ―War
Horse.‖ He and the play‘s other main horse puppet, named Joey, are central characters, and they are as
much living, breathing and emotionally aware beings as any award-winning actor here today. (The horses‘
creators won an Olivier Award for design.)
The play, adapted by Nick Stafford from a novel by Michael Morpurgo, is about a British boy of little means,
Albert, who becomes Joey‘s owner and best friend, only to lose him when Joey is sold to a British officer to
ride into battle in World War I. The loss shatters Albert and leads him to enlist, under-age, so he can fight in
Europe as well and maybe find his beloved Joey.
―War Horse‖ has drawn critical praise largely because of the masterly design of the horse puppets, each of
which has three human puppeteers, two of them working within the frame of the puppet. British and
American producers plan to mount ―War Horse‖ in New York in 2011 and are now looking at Broadway
theaters and other locations, like the Park Avenue Armory, that would be large enough to house the show,
said one of the producers, Bob Boyett. The ideal, by many accounts, would be the Vivian Beaumont
Theater, with its wide thrust stage.
―This level of puppetry hasn‘t been seen on Broadway before, and this is what audiences are going to find
riveting,‖ said Basil Jones, one of the creators of the puppets.
The play was initially conceived by Tom Morris, associate director of the National Theater, whose mandate
there, he said, ―is to experiment, to cause theater to happen that wouldn‘t naturally happen.‖ In 2005 he
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was looking for books and stories to adapt as new works of theater, including sources that might lead to
collaboration with the Handspring Puppet Company of South Africa, whose play ―Faustus in Africa‖ had
been staged at Mr. Morris‘s former artistic home, Battersea Arts Center in London.
―As it happened, one day I was talking to my mother about this, and my mum said, ‗Have you read the story
about the horse in the First World War?‘ ‖ Mr. Morris said, breaking into a wide grin. ―I just thought: ‗Typical.
Mum says, Mum knows, Mum is right!‘ ‖
When the two men who helped found and now
run Handspring, Mr. Jones and Adrian Kohler,
were approached with the idea for the play,
they said in an interview, they were quickly
drawn to the drama and emotion of the story
and its characters, especially the horses. The
horse Joey narrates the book, and his vivid
personality fits with Handspring‘s mission of
infusing puppets with life.
―We always like projects where puppets are not gratuitous additions but are unavoidably necessary,‖ Mr.
Jones said. ―Clearly ‗War Horse‘ couldn‘t have been brought to the stage without the use of very convincing
puppets.‖
At first Mr. Morris — who became the play‘s co-director (with Marianne Elliott) — wanted to aim for a sort of
visual, theatrical poetry by creating the puppets before the eyes of the audience, out of farmyard and war
detritus. But Mr. Kohler, as the chief designer, said it was important that at every performance the puppets
function reliably.
―Puppeteers use and modify a set of classic movements that have been passed down over centuries,‖ Mr.
Kohler said. ―But it is the very prosaic look of the puppet, typified by the wooden joints of ‗Pinocchio,‘ that
producers of serious theater struggle with. So the challenge here was to make these puppets look
interesting from a sculptural perspective.‖
The basic construction material for the horses is cane, which Mr. Kohler soaked to make it more moldable.
―It is light, flexible, and the figure increases in strength as more and more struts are bound together,‖ he
said. The struts create the look of joints in the horses‘ legs and necks.
Silk patches were then applied to gauze to suggest the animals‘ skin patterns and also partly to conceal the
two puppeteers inside each adult horse. (A third, little horse portrays Joey as a foal.) The third puppeteer
for each adult horse stands outside the wooden frame, near the head, and moves to and fro in unison with
the other two and the horse itself. The effect is such that this puppeteer is all but forgotten by the audience,
even though fully visible.
Beneath the skeletal structure of Joey and Topthorn, the puppeteers hold gears and triggers that, when
pressed, move body parts of each horse in fluid motion.
The ears of the horses, for instance, are driven by bicycle brake cables and are capable of a 180-degree
sweep. The tail is controlled by three cables acting as tendons, producing a movement based on the actual
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anatomy of a horse. And the curling of the lower leg and hoof, as the horse raises its leg, is controlled by
so-called passive tendons, loose cables that are moved first by the puppeteers and then by sheer gravity.
What makes the horse puppets seem truly alive is the way they appear to breathe — an accomplishment
that Mr. Kohler described as ―a complicated effect that ended in a simple solution.‖
―Because the spine of the horses is supported by backpacks worn by the puppeteers inside, the chest
manipulator‖ — the puppeteer handling the chest and front legs — ―simply has to bend and straighten his
knees, allowing the torso of the horse to raise and lower,‖ simulating breathing, Mr. Kohler said.
The biggest challenge for the puppet designers and the play‘s directors was creating horses that could be
ridden by adult actors. In one workshop they tried to put an actor up on a horizontal ladder resting on the
shoulders of the two puppeteers inside the horse, and it seemed possible. Ultimately the spine of the
horses became an aluminum bridge shouldered by the two puppeteers. They are able to create a galloping
motion, with the actor riding above.
Since opening at the National in 2007 and transferring to the West End this spring, ―War Horse‖ has
reduced many London audience members to tears, especially in the final minutes, as they learn the fates of
Albert, Joey and Topthorn and whether Albert and Joey will find each other amid the chaos of war. That two
puppets elicit this sort of response has inspired the designers to develop a theory they call micromovement.
―We work on the assumption that the audience is in fact far more perceptive than they are normally given
credit for,‖ Mr. Jones said. ―Meaning, if the puppet is breathing, even people sitting in the very back row can
see it. So even the tiniest movement is important, and those onstage need to be aware of it. It‘s this focus
on the importance of detail in the horse movement that, strangely, has quite epic emotional resonance.‖
During a recent rehearsal some of the puppeteers said that they too have formed intense emotional
attachments to their Joey and Topthorn.
―I saw the show before I was in it, and I just cried throughout,‖ said Laura Cubitt, who is in charge of Joey‘s
hind legs and tail. ―In my audition I was quite awestruck at being able to even touch Joey. Becoming part of
him, I just feel a huge responsibility to make him fully alive.‖
Another puppeteer, Finn Caldwell, who
handles Topthorn‘s front legs, chest and
breathing motions, said that the physical
pain of the job had also bonded him to the
horse. The puppeteers receive deep-tissue
massages twice a week, and some have
been to physical therapy; whenever the
horse puppets break, meanwhile, they are
treated by two ―vets‖ who are on standby
backstage.
―When you give so much physically, when
your knuckles are bleeding, when you have
to commit to the pain, you have to ask
yourself, ‗What is it for?‘ ‖ Mr. Caldwell
said. ―I know what it‘s for. I love these horses.‖
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Broadway Review: Tony girl succumbs to 'Priscilla, Queen of the Desert'
Tuesday, March 29, 2011-Pittsburgh Post-Gazette-By Gwen Orel
NEW YORK -- If Tim Chappel and Lizzy
Gardiner don't win the Tony Award for Best
Costumes for "Priscilla, Queen of the Desert,"
there is no justice in the world. They created a
chorus line, for one song, of paintbrushes. Of
cupcakes. The parade-like imagination is mindboggling. And the "regular" costumes, when the
main characters are not in show personae, are
perfect too -- a hoodie with just a little sparkle, a
beige driving frock straight out of the 1940s.
They pop all the more against Brian Thomson's
scene design.
In fact, I'll be very surprised if "Priscilla" doesn't
clean up in general. I know it's very early in
Tonytime, but this show is just so fully satisfying
on so many levels.
For the first time in my life I felt audienceparticipation envy: at the top of Act II, some of
the audience come onstage to do a two-step in "Thank God I'm a Country Boy" -- very smart of director
Simon Phillips and bookwriters Allan Scott and Stephan Elliot to wait until then, when we've made up our
minds to have fun.
But I'm getting ahead of myself. I don't have a high tolerance for drag and camp. The recent revival of "La
Cage Aux Folles" bored me. On the other hand I loved the movie "Kinky Boots," and in the right context, I
can become involved in a story about female impersonators.
This is the right context. This musical, like "La Cage," is based on a film: "The Adventures of Priscilla,
Queen of the Desert," released 1994, written and directed by Stephen Elliott, who co-wrote the musical's
book. This road trip story of drag star Tick (Will Swenson), who goes on the Australian road in a bus named
Priscilla with transsexual Bernadette (Tony Sheldon) and hottie Adam/Felicia (Nick Adams), is big, colorful,
and has just the right amount of schmaltz. The musical originated in Australia, where the film takes place
too -- at times the accents are difficult to understand, but you get used to it. And then there are the great
kangaroo and koala jokes.
The schmaltz involves a parent and child reunion, as Tick's son Benji (played alternately by Luke Mannikus
and Ashton Woers) wants to meet his dad for the first time. The story elaborates much on the relationship
between Tick and Marion (Jessica Phillips) a casino owner, but it's a nice plot point, in that relationships
with women are a part of the past of many gay men. You don't see that portrayed in a healthy way very
often.
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Marion and Tick clearly like each other without resentment, and when she tells him he has to come to Alice
Springs from Sydney, he realizes it's high time he met the sweet little boy. He agrees to take his act on the
road, drafting brash, sexy, athletic Adam, and ladylike transsexual Bernadette, who in her youth starred in
the more sedate review "Les Girls." Bernadette, mourning the loss of her young lover, Trumpet, is ready for
a change.
Priscilla is also a really smart jukebox musical. A number of people are listed as having musical credit so I'll
list them all: Stephen "Spud" Murphy, Charlie Hull, Jeffrey Klitz and John Miller. Jukebox musicals can be
iffy of course, especially when the plot and lyrics are groaningly literal.
But one of the things that made
"Rock of Ages" work so well for
me is the same thing at play
here: this is an anthology, with
songs not from just one artist but
a selection. The selection here is
'70s and '80s disco and pop. And
they are irresistible. On line at
the Palace (yes, it's "on line"
here in NYC), I found myself
singing along to "MacArthur
Park":
MacArthur Park is melting in the
dark,
all that sweet green icing flo-owing down???
I don't think I've even heard that song since I was in single digits myself. Speaking of single digits, this
show is family friendly -- the protagonists may be gay but sex is really only hinted at, as lightly as in any
Rodgers and Hammerstein musical, and the one moment of potential violence goes by very fast.
Children won't understand what is going on there, but they will understand the central plot of a small boy.
There was a small girl right across the aisle from me. "Mommy, I want one of those hats! Buy me one of
those hats!" she chanted all the way down to the restroom at intermission. (Sorry, kid, they're not selling
them. Yet. But I want one too.)
So kids will enjoy the mega-colorful spectacle and platform shoes that are feet high. Older kids will enjoy
the soundtrack, which includes "It's Raining Men," "What's Love Got to Do With It?" (Nathan Lee Graham in
an hilarious Tina Turner impression), "Thank God I'm a Country Boy," "Pop Muzik," "Boogie Wonderland"
and naturally, "I Will Survive." And inexplicably (but rather nicely) an aria from "La Traviata."
And the final song selection, before the encore, has absolute brilliance (I won't spoil it except to say that it's
Pat Benatar and both on point and lovely).
As of April 5, the soundtrack is available nationwide. But I bought it already. There are covers of Madonna,
Cyndi Lauper and Elvis Presley, too.
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Along the road the three "ladies" encounter unfriendly bars and interesting folk. There's a uniquely
depressed, bored version of "I Love the Nightlife," by lonely, overweight bar owner Shirley (Keala Stettle),
worth the price of the soundtrack alone. When Priscilla breaks down, they meet sweet mechanic Bob (C.
David Johnson). He has a sexpot wife, and a sweet spot for the old show "Les Girls." in which he first saw
TK. They encounter some danger but come out OK, and make it to the show on time.
Swenson's Tick is sexy and sincere; Adams' Adam/Felicia makes us care about the scared kid who delivers
the choice comeback. But it's Tony Sheldon who runs away with the show--again, Tony anyone? He
channels Maggie Smith brilliantly.
I even got weepy at a few points (hello, schmaltz). Which is to say, it's fabulous, in the very best sense. To
call it a "feel good" musical doesn't do it justice --it's more like a "feel optimistic" or even "feel alive." It's
everything a musical should be--pretty, tuneful, touching.
Did I mention I also bought the mug?
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FROM PlayBill
We Three Queens: Meet Priscilla's Glittery Passengers
By Brandon Voss
19 Mar 2011

Broadway favorites Nick Adams and Will Swenson join Australian
stage veteran Tony Sheldon aboard the musical adventure Priscilla
Queen of the Desert.
Like the bus ride across the Australian outback for the trio of divas
at the heart of Priscilla Queen of the Desert the Musical, the road
to Broadway has been long but fabulous.
Based on Stephan Elliott's Golden Globe-nominated 1994 cult film
"The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert," the stage show
— written by Elliott with Allan Scott, and directed by Simon Phillips
— had its 2006 world premiere in Sydney and became the most
successful Australian musical ever. After moving to Melbourne and
Auckland, the production transferred to London's West End, where
it was nominated for an Olivier Award for Best New Musical and
won for its outrageous costume design. Now, following a preBroadway engagement in Toronto, it's playing the Palace Theatre
with Bette Midler as a producer.
Tony Sheldon

Nick Adams, 27, takes on his biggest Broadway role to date as
Adam/Felicia, a feisty drag-queen newbie. Will Swenson, 37, a Tony nominee for Hair, plays Tick/Mitzi,
a man who must reconcile his drag persona with his relationship to his young son. Olivier nominee
Tony Sheldon, 55, has played bereaved transsexual Bernadette since the musical's inception,
performing the role 1,200 times before setting his stilettos on Broadway. Though only a trio since
Toronto, it's clear over lunch at Sardi's that these three stars have formed a sisterhood of the
traveling skirts.
Photo by Joan Marcus

"We became comfortable with each other very quickly," says Swenson of hitching a ride with Sheldon
late along Priscilla's path. "Nick and I have been told we're quite different from the performers who
have come before us in our roles. In Tony's
position, I would've been less patient with two
new whippersnappers, but he generously let
us find our own way."
"It's not just that he played his part from the
beginning, he also helped create the entire
show from its earliest workshops," Adams
explains. "It was a luxury to have Tony to go
to with questions, but he was surprisingly
game for us to re-create our roles and start on
a clean slate."
"I also had a clean slate," says Sheldon of the
pre-Broadway Toronto run. "These three
characters have a shared history, so I didn't
want to base that on my relationship with
other actors who'd done their roles. We created our history from scratch, and it was a voyage of
discovery for all of us."
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Swenson's most startling discovery was that doing drag is
difficult, which Adams says he learned as an original Cagelle in
the current Broadway revival of La Cage aux Folles. "Trying to be
as pretty as Nick or as wonderfully feminine as Tony is still a
challenge for me," admits Swenson, the sole straight man of the
trio. "I didn't realize drag was such an art form until I dove into
what makes drag performers successful."
Sheldon believes it's his own feminine wits and wiles that have
made him irreplaceable in the role of Bernadette. "I like to think
I've created a believable woman up there," he says. "It would
also be distracting to cast a name in the role, because if the
audience is saying, 'Oh, that's Nathan Lane, that's Frasier,' they
couldn't fully buy into this transsexual's beautiful story."
"I just don't think anyone else could play that role," Swenson
interjects. "It's hard to imagine another actor turning this part
into what Tony has, and you'll understand when you see his
performance."
Yet despite his age and tenure
Nick Adams
with the show, Sheldon
photo by Joan Marcus
doesn't see himself as
Priscilla's father figure — or mother hen. "Will and Nick are
Broadway veterans, so I'm in no position to give anyone advice,"
says the celebrated stage actor. A nephew of singer–actress Helen
Reddy, Sheldon had not performed outside his native Australia
prior to Priscilla. "I'm the new kid in America, so there's a learning
curve for me as well," he says.
"Basically, we show Tony good New York restaurants, and he
teaches us how to act," adds Swenson with a sly grin.
Having stuck by Priscilla from the start, Sheldon easily sums up
the creative metamorphosis of the pop jukebox musical as it
sashayed from Sydney to New York. "It's been made more
accessible to American audiences," he says, citing the replacement
of Kylie Minogue songs with Madonna hits, "but mainly it's just
gotten better. Every step of the way, we've been rewriting and
developing the characters."
After more than four years and hundreds of performances,
Sheldon's passion for Priscilla hasn't flagged. "Somebody said to
me, 'This is your Dolly, this is your Mame,' and it's true. It's been a marathon, but to get this role at
my age in an Australian musical that's brought me to London, Toronto and [now] Broadway? I'm not
worried about being tired. I'm going to enjoy every minute until they pension me off."
Will Swenson

photo by Joan Marcus
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Obituaries
BOB FELLER, WHOSE FASTBALL DAZZLED, DIES AT 92
By Richard Goldstein-New York TimesDecember 15, 2010
Bob Feller, who came off an Iowa farm with a
dazzling fastball that made him a national
celebrity at 17 and propelled him to the Hall of
Fame as one of baseball‘s greatest pitchers, died
on Wednesday in Cleveland, where he had
played for the Indians for 18 years. He was 92.
The Indians said the cause was leukemia, which
had been diagnosed in August. Feller, who lived
in Gates Mills, Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland, had
recently been treated at the Cleveland Clinic for
pneumonia and was at a hospice at his death.
Joining the Indians in 1936, Feller became
baseball‘s biggest draw since Babe Ruth,
throwing pitches that batters could barely see —
fastballs approaching 100 miles an hour and
curveballs and sinkers that fooled the sharpest
eyes. He was Rapid Robert in the sports pages.
As Yankees pitcher Lefty Gomez was said to
have remarked after three Feller pitches blew by

him, ―That last one sounded a little low.‖
A high-kicking right-hander, Feller was a major league phenomenon while still in high school in Van Meter,
Iowa. His debut as an Indians starter, during his summer vacation, was spectacular: he struck out 15
batters.

Three weeks later he struck out 17, tying Dizzy Dean‘s major league record. He pitched the first of his three
no-hitters when he was 21. (He went on to throw an astonishing 12 one-hitters.) He had more than 100
victories at age 22.
By the end of his brief rookie season, Feller was the best-known young person in America, with the
possible exception of Shirley Temple. When he returned for his senior year at Van Meter High School, the
governor of Iowa attended a welcome-home ceremony. When the 1937 season opened, Feller‘s picture
was on the cover of Time magazine. And when he graduated from high school in June of that year (he had
been tutored while on road trips), NBC Radio carried the ceremony nationwide.
Feller was not particularly big — 6 feet tall and a chunky 185 pounds — but by most estimations he threw
harder than anyone who had ever pitched, with the possible exception of Walter Johnson and Lefty Grove.
Feller‘s career predated the use of radar guns to measure a pitch‘s speed, but he was nonetheless able to
show exactly how fast he was in a demonstration in August 1946, when he threw 30 pitches through the
hole of a photoelectric device before a game in Washington. They averaged 98.6 miles an hour.
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―I don‘t think anyone is ever going to throw a ball faster than he does,‖ Joe DiMaggio was quoted as saying
during his epic 1941 season, when he hit in a record 56 consecutive games. ―And his curveball isn‘t
human.‖
Feller capitalized on his fame. During the late
1940s, the average major league salary barely
exceeded $10,000, and only DiMaggio, Hank
Greenberg and Ted Williams reached
$100,000. Feller, in a 1990 memoir, said he
earned more than $100,000 in 1946, drawing
on a base salary of $50,000 in addition to
incentives tied to victories and attendance; the
profits from endorsements, most notably for
Wheaties and Wilson sporting goods; and the
proceeds of a barnstorming tour in which he
led major league stars in games against top
players from the Negro leagues. His total
income climbed to $150,000 the next year, he
said.
Feller set a record, since broken, for most
strikeouts in a game (18) and struck out 2,581
batters in his career. His three no-hitters
included the only one ever thrown on opening
day. He led the American League in victories
six times and in strikeouts seven times.
Feller entered the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1962 with Jackie Robinson; they were the first to do so in their
first year of eligibility since the inaugural inductions 23 years earlier.
Back in 1945, Feller, always outspoken, had created a controversy involving Robinson soon after Robinson
had been signed by the Brooklyn Dodgers organization to break baseball‘s color barrier. After pitching
against Robinson in California on a postseason barnstorming tour, Feller told a reporter in Los Angeles that
Robinson was too muscle-bound to handle major league pitching and expressed doubt that Robinson
would be considered for the big leagues if he were white.
Feller eventually acknowledged that he had been mistaken, but it appears he never expressed regrets
directly to Robinson. He did say that he had taken pride in giving black players exposure through his
barnstorming tours. And in his memoir, ―Now Pitching, Bob Feller,‖ written with Bill Gilbert, he said it had
been ―extra meaningful‖ for him go into the Hall of Fame ―with major league baseball‘s first black player.‖
Robinson, in turn, said it was a pleasure to be inducted with Feller.
Feller won 266 games in his 18 seasons, all with the Indians, but military service in World War II interrupted
his career in his prime and might have deprived him of 100 more victories.
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―I know in my heart I would have ended up a lot closer to 400 than 300 if I hadn‘t spent four seasons in the
Navy,‖ Feller once said. ―But don‘t take that as a complaint. I‘m happy that I got home in one piece.‖
Robert William Feller was born on Nov. 3, 1918, in Van Meter — population 300 — and grew up nearby on
a farm where his father, Bill, devoted himself to hogs, wheat and corn, but most of all to raising a ballplayer.
Bill Feller and his son listened to live broadcasts of Cubs games from Chicago and to re-creations on WHO
Radio in Des Moines by a fledgling sportscaster named Ronald Reagan.
The father played catch with his son, bought him a Rogers Hornsby model glove and a flannel baseball
uniform, and built a batting cage. When Bob was 12, his father leveled pasture land to create a ballpark,
complete with bleachers and scoreboard, and formed a team to showcase Bob against players in their late
teens and 20s.
―My father loved baseball and he cultivated my talent,‖ Feller told Donald Honig in his 1975 oral history,
―Baseball When the Grass Was Real.‖ ―I don‘t think he ever had any doubt in his mind that I would play
professional baseball someday.‖
Feller was soon blazing the ball past batters in high school and American Legion baseball, and in July 1935
the Indians scout Cy Slapnicka
arrived on the Feller farm and
signed him at 16. Because Feller
wanted to keep playing high school
baseball and basketball, the
signing was kept a secret. The
contract was for a nominal $1 and
a baseball autographed by
Cleveland players.
After Feller‘s junior year, his
signing was a secret no longer. He
joined the Indians for the summer
of 1936, and on July 6, four months
before his 18th birthday, he struck out 8 of the 12 batters he faced in an exhibition game against the St.
Louis Cardinals‘ heralded Gashouse Gang. Then came his 15-strikeout game against the St. Louis Browns
in his first major league start and his record-tying 17-strikeout game against the Philadelphia Athletics.
But in the autumn of 1936, the Indians almost lost Feller. The owner of the independent Des Moines minor
league team, which had coveted him, contended that Feller had been acquired by the Indians in violation of
baseball rules that governed the signing of amateurs. The baseball commissioner, Kenesaw Mountain
Landis, could have made Feller a free agent who would have commanded huge contract offers in a bidding
frenzy. But Feller wanted to stay with the Indians, and his father threatened to sue if Landis did not allow
that. The commissioner permitted the Indians to keep Feller, and in January 1937 he signed a one-year
contract with them for only $10,000. He would never spend a day in the minor leagues.
In the 1938 season, Feller threw a one-hitter against the Browns in his first start and struck out 18 Detroit
Tigers on the season‘s final day, breaking the single-game record he shared with Dean.
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He pitched his opening-day no-hitter on April 16, 1940, stifling the Chicago White Sox, 1-0, at Comiskey
Park. He won 27 games that season but was bested by a little-known Tigers rookie named Floyd Giebell on
the final weekend as Detroit, which won the pennant, knocked the Indians out of the race.
Two days after the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, Feller enlisted in the Navy. He
pitched during the spring of 1942 for the Norfolk Naval Training Station team in Virginia, then requested sea
duty. After attending gunnery school, he joined the crew of the battleship Alabama in September 1942 and
served as chief of a 24-man antiaircraft battery in the North Atlantic and during eight amphibious invasions
in the Pacific.
When he returned from the war, he
was better than ever, developing a
sinker to go with his fastball and
curve. He threw his second no-hitter,
at Yankee Stadium, in April 1946, and
struck out 348 batters that season,
listed at the time as a major league
record, eclipsing Rube Waddell‘s 343
for the Athletics in 1904. (Waddell‘s
total was subsequently revised to
349.)
When the Indians won the 1948
American League pennant — their
first in 28 years — Feller finally
achieved his dream of pitching in a
World Series. But he lost the opener
to the Boston Braves, 1-0, yielding the
only run after he had apparently
picked catcher Phil Masi off second
base, only to have Umpire Bill Stewart rule him safe. The Indians won in six games, but Feller was routed
in his only other start in the Series.
Feller pitched his third no-hitter in July 1951, against the Tigers, tying the major league record held by Cy
Young and Larry Corcoran. But he had injured his right shoulder during the 1947 season, and after that he
was never the strikeout pitcher he had been.
During the 1950s, Feller served as the first president of the Major League Baseball Players Association and
helped draw up a new player pension plan.
When the Indians won a league-record 111 games in 1954, Feller was their fourth starter, after Bob Lemon,
Early Wynn and Mike Garcia. He did not pitch in the World Series, in which the Indians were swept by the
New York Giants, and his dream of winning a Series game went unfulfilled.
Feller retired after the 1956 season with a career record of 266-162.
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For the rest of his life, Feller spoke his mind, denouncing baseball stars enveloped in the steroids scandal,
criticizing Pete Rose for lying when he denied betting on baseball, objecting to Muhammad Ali‘s throwing
out the first ball at the 2004 All-Star Game because of Ali‘s refusal to be drafted during the Vietnam War,
and maintaining that the United States had not used enough force to subdue the enemy in Iraq.
Over the years, Feller owned an insurance business and worked in public relations for the Indians, but he
was mainly Bob Feller, Hall of Famer, an enduring idol for many. He remained a familiar face, making
promotional appearances on tours of minor league cities and tutoring Indians pitchers during spring
training. He was happy to sign autographs, often for a small contribution to the Bob Feller Museum in Van
Meter.
A statue depicting Feller in his windup stands outside the Indians‘ Progressive Field. ―Bob has been such
an integral part of our fabric,‖ the Indians‘ owner, Larry Dolan, said in a statement Wednesday. ―He is
Cleveland, Ohio.‖
Feller is survived by his wife, Anne; his sons Steve, Martin and Bruce from his marriage to his first wife,
Virginia, which ended in divorce; his stepchildren John and Rachel, and a grandson, Daniel.
In June 2009, at 90, Feller donned an Indians jersey and pitched to three batters in the inaugural Baseball
Hall of Fame Classic, a game in Cooperstown, N.Y., between former major leaguers.
Feller‘s records for single-game strikeouts and career no-hitters would be broken. But his reputation
remained undimmed.
When professional baseball celebrated its
100th anniversary at the All-Star Game
festivities in 1969, Feller was honored as the
game‘s greatest living right-handed pitcher.
Feller considered Ted Williams the fiercest
batter he ever faced. ―Trying to sneak a fastball
by Ted Williams was like trying to sneak a
sunbeam by a rooster in the morning,‖ Feller
said in a videotaped interview that
accompanies this obituary online.
But Williams had paid Feller a personal tribute
every time he was about to face him, preparing
himself psychologically by repeating Feller‘s
name over and over.
―That was the test,‖ Williams remembered in
David Halberstam‘s book ―Summer of ‘49.‖ ―He
was the best, and I wanted to be the best, and
three days before he pitched I would start
thinking Robert Feller, Bob Feller.‖
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On your marx, get set, gone…..

ARTHUR MARX, WHO WROTE ABOUT GROUCHO, DIES AT 89
By William Grimes-New York Times- April 14, 2011
Arthur Marx, who wrote screenplays for film and television and a best-selling book about his father, ―Life With
Groucho,‖ died on Thursday at his home in Los Angeles. He was 89. His death was confirmed by his son Steve.
As a child Mr. Marx spent several years on the road with Groucho Marx and the rest of the Marx Brothers‘ vaudeville
act — Chico, Harpo, Gummo and later Zeppo — before enjoying a celebrity-filled youth in Los Angeles as the
brothers rose to stardom.
His own show-business career was varied and long, writing Hollywood screenplays and scripts for some of
television‘s most popular sitcoms.
But his father‘s life and career provided Mr. Marx with perhaps his richest source of material. ―Life With Groucho,‖
published in 1954, captivated readers with its sharp but affectionate portrait of Groucho — who peppered the
narrative with kibitzing footnotes — and its shrewd account of the show-business milieu in which he thrived. A sequel,
―Son of Groucho,‖ was published in 1972.
Mr. Marx and Robert Fisher, a former writer for Groucho, also wrote the book for a 1970 Broadway musical about the
Marx Brothers, ―Minnie‘s Boys,‖ with Shelley Winters in the lead role of Minnie Marx, and ―Groucho: A Life in Revue,‖
which was produced Off Broadway in 1986.
Taken together, Arthur Marx‘s two books about his father offered a bittersweet picture of life in the Marx home. He
described himself as desperate both to escape from his father‘s shadow and to please him, an impossible task. The
comic genius who kept millions in stitches was, in his private life, miserly and emotionally distant.
―No matter how much he loves you, he‘ll rarely stick up for you,‖ Mr. Marx wrote in ―Son of Groucho.‖ ―He‘ll make
some sort of wisecrack instead to keep from getting involved. It‘s a form of cowardice that can be more frustrating
than his monetary habits.‖
When ―Life With Groucho,‖ which was much sunnier than the sequel, was being serialized in The Saturday Evening
Post, Groucho denounced it as ―scurrilous‖ and threatened legal action unless substantial changes were made.
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Arthur sent him a phony set of galley proofs with the requested changes but had the book published as written.
Groucho never brought the matter up again.
In 1974, Arthur Marx became embroiled in a legal battle to block
the appointment of his father‘s longtime companion, Erin Fleming,
as the conservator of his estate. Lurid court testimony depicted
Ms. Fleming as a controlling, abusive caretaker, and a superior
court judge eventually appointed Andy Marx, Arthur‘s son, to
replace her. Groucho died a little more than a month after that, on
Aug. 19, 1977.
Arthur Julius Marx was born in Manhattan on July 21, 1921. After
his family moved to Los Angeles in the 1930s he gained renown
as a tennis player, achieving national ranking while still in high
school and playing on the junior Davis Cup team in 1939 with the
future stars Jack Kramer, Ted Schroeder and Budge Patty. As a
student at the University of Southern California, he competed in
national tournaments.
After serving with the Coast Guard in the Philippines during World
War II, he returned to Los Angeles and found work as a reader at
MGM. He soon turned his hand to screenwriting. He wrote scripts
for the 1947 Blondie film ―Blondie in the Dough‖ and several
popular short films narrated by Pete Smith.
He later teamed up with Mr. Fisher to write the screenplays for
the Bob Hope films ―Eight on the Lam,‖ ―A Global Affair,‖ ―I‘ll Take
Sweden‖ and ―Cancel My Reservation.‖
The two went on to write for television sitcoms, including ―McHale‘s Navy,‖ ―Petticoat Junction, ―My Three Sons,‖ ―All
in the Family,‖ ―The Jeffersons‖ and ―Maude.‖ They wrote 41 episodes of the sitcom ―Alice‖ from 1977 to 1981.
Mr. Marx used his tennis experiences as background for a novel, ―The Ordeal of Willie Brown‖ (1951), about an
unsavory tennis bum, and his lighthearted magazine articles about his young family were gathered into a comic
memoir, ―Not as a Crocodile‖ (1958). At the time, he was married to Irene Kahn, the daughter of the songwriters Gus
and Grace Kahn. (Mr. Marx and Ms. Kahn later divorced.)
In addition to his family memoirs, Mr. Marx wrote several show-business biographies, including ―Goldwyn: A
Biography of the Man Behind the Myth,‖ ―Red Skelton,‖ ―The Nine Lives of Mickey Rooney‖ and ―The Secret Life of
Bob Hope.‖ His joint biography of Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, ―Everybody Loves Somebody Sometime (Especially
Himself),‖ published in 1974, was made into a television movie, ―Martin and Lewis,‖ in 2002.
With Mr. Fisher, he also wrote the comedy ―The Impossible Years,‖ which opened on Broadway in 1965 with Alan
King in the starring role of a harried psychiatrist with two teenage daughters. It ran for 670 performances.
In addition to his sons Steve, of Seattle, and Andy, of Los Angeles, he is survived by his wife, Lois; a stepdaughter,
Linda Donovan of Pleasant Hill, Calif.; two sisters, Miriam Allen of San Clemente, Calif., and Melinda Berti of
Mendocino, Calif.; four grandchildren; and two step-grandchildren.
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Crime and punishment
In honor of our fearless editor‘s 76th Birthday and due to the fact that he is still on the lam, here is the
wanted poster put together by the authorities and with help from his sons on his 65th birthday. Gary now
rivals Osama Bin Laden as the longest running fugitive!
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Birthday greetings poured in from around the
country for our fearless editor!
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AND NOBODY
GETS DROOLED
ON!

OF COURSE IT
COULD BE
BECAUSE YOU
HAVE YOUR
THONG ON
BACKWARDS!
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THANK YOU
FOR PLANTING
THEM!
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Humor
It's the birthday of the man whose most
famous line was "Take my wife — please":
comedian Henny Youngman, born in London
(1906). He said, "I was so ugly when I was born,
the doctor slapped my mother." He grew up in
New York City, and he made his first appearance
at an amateur night when he was 16. His father
didn't approve — he called the cops and had his
son pulled off the stage, and sent him to
vocational school. But Youngman persevered, and
after he became a comedian he traveled an
average of 500,000 miles a year to perform. He
delivered one-liners while playing a 19th-century
violin, telling at least 50 jokes in an eight-minute
routine. He said, "If a joke is too hard to visualize,
I tell the young comics, then what the hell good is
it?"
He said, "When I read about the evils of drinking,
I gave up reading."
And, "A man says to another man, 'Can you tell
me how to get to Central Park?' The guy says no. 'All right,' says the first, 'I'll mug you here.'"
And, "The secret of a happy marriage remains a secret."
And, "Do you know what it means to come home at night to a woman who'll give you a little love, a little
affection, a little tenderness? It means you're in the wrong house, that's what it means."
And, "My grandmother is over 80 and still doesn't need glasses. Drinks right out of the bottle."
And, "A Jewish woman had two chickens. One got sick, so the woman made chicken soup out of the other
one to help the sick one get well."
And, "I once wanted to become an atheist, but I gave up — they have no holidays."
And, "I told the doctor I broke my leg in two places. He told me to quit going to those places."
And, "Why do Jewish divorces cost so much? They're worth it."
And, "You have a ready wit. Tell me when it's ready."
And, "My dad was the town drunk. Most of the time that's not so bad; but New York City?"
And, "If at first you don't succeed ... so much for skydiving."
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As the US prepares to stem the tide of illegal aliens coming from Canada, The Navy Seals practice patrolling
in costume.

My neighbors in
California prepare their
cat for my next visit.
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Opinion

The "Wisdom" of Bob Parsons
Huffington Post: 04/ 7/11 03:41 PM ET by Will Travers, CEO Born Free
Bob Parsons: business guru or Neanderthal?
It's a question that's divided the country for the past few days ever since Bob's personal 'povertyreduction mission' to Zimbabwe (which involved shooting an elephant) hit the headlines.
Mr. Parsons has been to Africa six or seven times and claims to know what he's talking about. I
have been to Africa (Kenya, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Uganda, South Africa and others) at least 70
times and would never make such a sweeping claim, but I have a clue.
Bob is wrong on so many levels.
First off, he is talking about Zimbabwe, a country that has been systematically dismantled by its
own administration over many years under direct orders from its President, Robert Mugabe.
Land reform, Africanization policies and brutal repression have reduced a country that was once
described as the "breadbasket of Africa" to a basket case. Millions of its people are devastatingly
poor, which is a tragedy -- but elephants are not the real culprits.
Secondly, Bob claims that there are too many elephants. How does he know? The status of
Zimbabwe's elephant population has been the subject of international controversy for years.
Numbers produced by the government (usually to justify its efforts to re-start international ivory
trading) are unreliable (based on data that is 10 years old) and have not been subject to serious,
independent scrutiny and review. Furthermore, Zimbabwe has suffered widespread elephant
poaching and the impacts of a major drought in recent years, so the plain truth is no one knows
how many elephants there are in Zimbabwe.
Thirdly, Bob claims that by randomly shooting a bull elephant (at night) this will stop other
elephants from raiding crops. The "bull", according to world elephant expert Dr. Joyce Poole,
who has reviewed the footage, actually appears to be a young female. Is there an orphan calf now
wandering aimlessly, waiting to die?
The truth is that shooting one animal rarely if ever resolves conflict. Other herd members are
likely to continue their raids until conflict mitigation solutions -- such as the use of chili and bees
which repel elephants, and community fencing to help keep elephants and people apart -- are
implemented.
Of course, bankrupt Zimbabwe has no money for such mitigation, but Bob Parsons, who
estimates his company to be worth a billion dollars, does. If he really wants to help, then
investing in long-term, humane and non-lethal solutions is the answer, and he has the means to
do so if he so wished.
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Finally, the trophy-hunting of elephants or the killing of elephants as part of an animal control
program (which should only ever be done by qualified, trained wildlife authority staff and not, in
my view, anyone with a big gun) does not control elephant numbers and should never be
characterized as a "population control" measure. It isn't.
What kind of man is Bob Parsons? If you haven't had a chance to listen to Bob Parsons' pearls of
business wisdom I encourage you to take a look. They tell you a lot. Among his "Rules for
Success in Business and Life in General":
• There's always a reason to smile.
• Never let anyone push you around.
• Focus on what you want to have happen.
• Never expect life to be fair.
• Take things a day at a time.
• Always be moving forward.
• Solve your own problems.
It seems pretty self-centered stuff. Clearly he doesn't care what people think of him. Or does he?
Why has he withdrawn his elephant killing snuff video-blog from his website and re-edited it
from its original three minutes, 58 seconds down to three minutes, 16 seconds? What has he
taken out? The drivin' AC/DC soundtrack (did AC/DC object?)? The pictures of him standing
over his fallen victim? The truly cringe-worthy, embarrassing stuff?
Something tells me that despite his bluster and "straight from the shoulder" talking, Bob Parsons
realizes that he may have taken a step too far this time.
Go Daddy -- you have a problem!
By the way, I welcome the opportunity to meet Bob Parsons face-to-face on a national television
news program to discuss elephants -- or anything concerning wildlife conservation and animal
welfare. He certainly has a lot to learn and I am happy to try and help.
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